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STATEMENT OF JOSEPH G. COYNE, MANAGER, OFFICE OF SCIENTIFIC
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION, DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY, BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEES.ON SCIENCE RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY AND ENERGY
RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY'S FIELD HEARING ON TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AND PATENT
POLICY; DOE AND. OTHER PERSPECTIVES.

INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman and members of. the Subcommittee" r.vem pleased
to appear-before you: today tOcdlscuss the technology
transf'er-related activities of the Department o.r-~Energyts
Office of Scientific and Technical Information, and to
describe how these er'rcrca support DOE' a mission; IT .S.•
industry, universities, and other gover-nmenbcegenc Lee.•

OSTI'S MISSION AND HISTORY

As Manager of the DOE's Offloeof Scientific and Technical
Information, "much Of-my Job focuses on .t echno Logy and
Lnf'o rmab fon.itir-anaf'e r- Inmeetlng the Department' 8
responsibilities as mandated in the Energy Reorganization
Act of 1974 that: Incorporatedthe DOE enabling legislation,
which states:

"CThe Department) shall dd s's emfnabe scientific;
technical, and practical informat1onacqu1red pursuant
to this title .tihr-ough informat1on prognema and other
appropriate means, and -shall encourage -thedisseminati9n
of scientific, technical, and practical information
relating to energy so as to enlarge the fund of, such
information and to provide ~hat free interchange of
ideas and criticism which is essential to, scientific and
industrial progress .and public understanding."

'\

Before we get into-the CSTI actiVity, I'd like to prOVide
you with .eome information on my: background, I have served
and currently serve in a number of roles, both nationally
and internationally, where 'the prlmaryobjective 1sthe
transfer and dissem-inatlon,of scientific and technical
informat1on. I served for eight years .ae a member of,NATO' s
Advisory Gr-oup for:AerospaceResearch and Development
C'AGARD) Technical Information Panel. currently,o I serve' .ae
the U.S. Liaison Officer to the Internatlonal, Atomic Energy
Agency' a International:Nuclear Information Sy'stem. I am the
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U.3'. eepr-eaenbautve-on the,International Energy Agency'.s
(lEA) Informatlon<Teahnlcal',CoJIimlttee, which-'is. designing
technical lnf'orrnatlonprograins.that support the'U. S.
coope raufveier ror-be , I:am also an offlcerQr, the
International "counc Lj, of Sclentl£lc and Technical
Int'ormatlon, an affiliate organization of the<Internatlonal
Council of Scientific Un10ns.

Technology transfer is defined 1n various ways. The fact
that technology transfer can be viewed from several
different perspectives Is shown by the different testimony ~

of other DOE officials who .have testified.: Tonl-Josephs.:and
Dick Oonatiarrt ;

Several approaches to gain access and use of DOE R&D results
have been- ImpLementied vbo tih within'. and outaideDOE, but all
in varying degrees touch on or utilize OSTI's comprehensive
information technology base. In carrying out its mission,
OSTI assists in the monitoring of R&D contracts ,technical
information deliverables and receipt of information
nher-e rr-omj centralizes" for DepartmentaL use these R&D
resultsj announces and disseminates. this information
internally within' and among DOE's offices and· contractors
andtex'ter'naLky to the public through NTIS and, commercial,
availabilityo~ large data filesj controls the dissemination
of such information under current laws and r-egu Lab fonaj 'and'
exchanges authorized information with foreign governments
for purposes'> of enriching DOE's:' te.chnologybase.

HOW THIS LARGE TECHNOLOGY BASE IS COLLECTED AND MANAGED

Let me deac r-Lbe briefly how this: compr-ehens tve , mission and
dlsciI;?line'oriented t echnoLogy vbaeevLa deveLcped ,
mainta.ined,and utilized. DOE .La currently, authorized- to
spend approximately five, billion dollars on research and
development efforts in FY-86. This research is carried 'out
by about 70 large Government Owned, Contractor Operated
(GOCO) ,facll1tles,s1mllar to Martin-Mariet.ta' Energy Systems
here lnOak'Ridge, and by over 6,000 other contractors.
These 'contractors employ about 45,000 r-eaear-cher-s. to, carry
out DOE-fundedres,earch'.

DOE requires that all 'research and development results
emenat tngtrr-ora this research bedeposit.ed 'with: the OSTI.,; '.
ThiS action ,results .in receiving over 40,000' DOE-scientific
andtechnlcal reports 'and r-ee'ear-ch information items.
reported in,' so renc rrrc. and prof"essional Journals annually.
OSTI receives, enters this information into sophisticated
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state-of-the-art computer systems Inthe form ,of
bibliographic databases~ and makes this information
available to all partles'needlng the information. The
information is made available In,a wide variety of formata
(1.e. J oomputer data fl1es"hard copy, microfiche, etic , ) J, in
aummar-y or full 'text copy," depending, on the user' 8 'need.

In addition to collecting all R&D information which DOE
.runds , CSTI also colle:cta a-ther scientific, and technical
information which is not funded by DOE but 1s related to
DOE I a interests .fn energy technology J bobh domestic and
worldwide. This information 1.8 received,' processed, merged,
and made available in the same manner as DOE~funded R&D, to
both DOE,researchera and U.S. business and industry at
large. Approximately"_160,ooo domestic and foreign research
projects are added, annually to the technological base.
About 40,000 eane tdomea trLc non-DOE funded projects" and about
120 ,000 .are -R&D 'results- received from foreign research.

Accordingly" this large technological data base continues to
grow at the rate of approximately 200,000 research projects
annually, or over 800 each workday. The cost of these
projects ranges from $50,000 to $30'0,000 each.

It is estimated that, based,on,dollar-of-the-:dayinvestment,
the cost of the R&D en~ered into the DOE Energy Data Base
from 1952 to the present is over $300bil~ion. ,'The
contiLnued effective use of R&D results within the DOE and
Fedftral community to assure mission accomplishment is a
paramount function of the Office of Scientific and Technical
Information.:

By pr'ovfd fng a system covering .trhe reporting of technical
lnformationgenerated by DOE researchers, announcement and
dissemination is easy and largely decentralized. At least
half of the information generoatedby the Department
(particularly that originated within GOeos) i~ published in
the "open literature";, 1.e_., reaut t ever-e g tven a~

conferences or submitted to professional or technical
society publications. Encouragement by the De~artment to
dtssemtnate .information in this ,way all,ows efficient access
to the'informati<;>rl_ and permits professional re_c,ognitionto
scientists amongth,eir peers. ,This _type or rev.iew is '
considered of paramount importance both to galnprotessional
recognition of the researchers and- to the nation's '
scientific health.
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WHY THIS TECHNOLOGY BASE IS VITAL'

Let me provldeyouwlth a few specific 'examples of how this
important technological data baee ls.uttllzed ,to benefit
research. to provide programmatic ,direction;. toel1mlnate
unnecessary duplication and overlap. to increase research
productlv1ty, an? to encour~ge the tra~afe~ ,of technology.

Within QOER&D pro~rama:

- this tec:hnolo"gl,cal data: base ts::s'earched prior to
authorizing research 'to 'eliminate unnecessary
dupllc:atlon and "over-Lap ; -

- all ourrently authorized research 1s stored in data
files'. and the required R&D .deliverle's are tracked to
assure DOE obtains the R&D results called for in ,the
contract;

- the information accumulated,is utilized,tn,exchange to
obtain the re6u~ts of important'non-U.S. generated
energy R&D technolQ~Yj

- when large research programs are stopped or dismantled
such as"the'Clinch River Breeder, ;Reactor project

'(CRBR), the results are" capt.ucedvand stored Ln the
event tl}et.e(Jhnology 'is needed at a later dat.e j.

- the centralized technological base permits DOE program
offices to be selective, in· extracting unique data of
special interest and creating special data file6~ 'one
such project underway ~s Arms Control and Disarmamentj

- costly,. high priority national research eFforts depehd
heavily on research performed in thepast"which: is an
~ntegral part of t~~s' Important technological base~

Without it" the. programs, would coe t substantially more
an~ta~~'much longer'to complete!

As DOElstechnical information'arm and through the' .
application of modern, tech~plogies, CSTI has u~ique access'
to DOE information and to the technical information of DOD,
NASA,. and other R&D pr-ogr-ams ae-we i i . Thus, the information
resources; of major Federal: research and development. agencies
may be rapidly brought together to address the technical
demands of new national issues.
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DOE'S COMPETENCE AND EXPERTISE

The .s ye tiem handles the volume and diversity o':rln:formatlon
needs of to4ay J and has the f'lexlbl11tytocos;t-effectlvely
andefflcle~tly handle;thevarled ro~ms or. information, of
tomorrow. Central to .ttrra concept t a the .d:eve1opment cr. a
gateway computer that has the capabl11ty:to provtde DOE
users access to data bases outside OSTI, yet tied to OSTI's
central production system. Information can be downloaded,
merged" ,dls.p,lay.ed, manipulated, and. pr1nt.E!l;l::in.f;orms't;0
satisfy large and small user's. H' •

OSTI'S StjPPORT 0.1' ST.EVENSON-WYDLER

As a par-b of Itaro;le in managing information .reaujting from
DOE's research and development~ff.ort~, QSTI performs
several functions 111 Bupportor tihe .Depar-tmerrt ' e technology
transfer iutse rcn.. In, add Lbdon v bo. maktng the Energy Data
Base .ava.Ll.ab Le commercially, and .~o providing ,tnformationin
pUbl~,c..?-t.ions such as Patents Available for LicEmsin&, ,OSTI
has two important programs spec~f1,caJly (jeslgnedt.o, be ill
direct support of DOE's response 'to 'the Stevenson-Wydler
Innovation Act .rcr- t echnoLcgy., ta-ans.rer-, They are the"
Ene'rgygr.am Pnogr'am. and, the -·ApplLcatio:n, Assessment Recor-da
progr~. '

The Enepgygram prograni'w-as lns.ti.tu:ted 'b,YOSTI as a part of'
the broad ef'f'ort totranaf'er, Lnf'o rmatrLon anq,<technol9gy
g ener-atied recm DOE~sponsored research co members ..of'
industry, educat jon , and federal,. state.' and local
government. OSTI ~oordinates wlth,DOEfacll1tles and
contractorstoident'ir'y.researCtl or ,potel1t~al value to the
private eeceor • ,OSTI bhen develops brief' summaries
describingthe,:...technology and, its potential uses. These are
then disseminated assinglecoples and-per-t.oo t c compilations
to,professional societies, trade associations and other
organizations which will provide them to appropriate user
fnduab r-Lea , In addition, .tihes e summaries are avat.Lab Le
through the Depar-tment» ofCommerce':s"NatlonaJ Technical
rnrormation,.$ervlce.

CSTI efeo.sseevea we. a vc entir-a.L .cottecmon. and,'di:strlbut,ion
poll1t rorDOE-sponsor~dApp~~pation AS~e:ss~ent Recqr~s

required by ,the Stevenson-Wydler Ac1;. 'DOE laboratories
prepare wrlt~en reports tha,t contaln evaluatioqs an~

" ,'". '--'",," ',' --,,' "" ''', " , ,
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descriptions of reaea~ch which 1s planned or under way, and
which may have uses 1n the private sector. These reports
are sent to ~STI wher~ they are colle~tedand enteredlnto
one of the DOE RECm{ dace basea. ,They also areex.amln~d tor
lnclus~on lrithe-Energygram Program',andtpen ror~arded to
the DePllrtmentc:>f Commerce:. Center for :th"e Utilization of
Federal Teohnology (ClIFT).. .

FOREIGN RESEARCH RESULTS ARE A VITAL PART OF THE TECHNOLOGY
BASE .

The position of the United States 1n the world In~orm:atlon

order haa changed dramatlcallyln the Taat decade; the U-.3.
has become much more sensitive to the need to assemble
Inrormatlonrromabro~d.SharlngR&Dre~ultB has eVen more
meaning today as costa of... performing research and
competition-for ;-ese.archfunds in 'all"nat1:onsincrea,se. It
should be understood' that the: emphasis her~ 1s on'the
sharing of information resultin.g, from basic resear.c.l1 ra,ther
than lnformatlon:;resul ting':from:appl1ed 'research or 'research
haVing' d~rectcommerclal:application" .

The Department of Energy participates lrtseveralsignific~nt

international collaborative 'efforts in energy' R&D. To' "
facilitate the exchange of information resulting from these
collabopative efforts, DOE has, de,veloped, a program to
maximize the, accessibility and usability ofthisinform.ation'
within the Department. U~der along-standing policy
requiring rec~procltyin,theinternational~xchangeof
scientific and t,echnlcalin:formation, we work 1n'concert
with the other DOE' program office,S, particularly, the 'Offtee
of International Affairs and, Energy Emergencies and the DOE
General Counsel. From these mutual efforts, DOE has
deveLoped 'a protocol establishing reciprocity ee the basis'
for its interna~1onal technology efforts.

This protocol provides'for the exchange: of energy-related
research between the U.S. and the Federal Republic of 
Germany, the' Nordic Consortium (consisting of ,Norway,
Denmark, Finland and Sweden), France, The Netherlands, arid 
the United Kingdom and Nor~hern Ireland. By th~way,

ministers representing the ,21 member countries of the
Internatlonal·Energy:Agency met laat'week on the concept ?f
a centralized technical ;infOl"mationprogram for that. '.':.'
organization mOdeled after the Department' of Energy's. It
is my understanding that it was approved and will likely
operate out of OSTI in Oak Ridge.

All information obtained through these international
cooperative programs 1s brought into DOE'S Energy Da~a Base

":1
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ror.l~edlate access and interrogation by U.S. researchers.
The EDB now contains several million energy researoh items
or which more than half are contributions from foreign
sources. The ratio of foreign tq domestic 1s increasing.
each year, with the current year ratio-being 3 to 2 foreign
over domestic.

As zcu can see -from my testimony J we, 1n ::DOEJ.sorflce of
Scientific -and Technical rnrormab tcnneve Been- diligent 'in
developlng,malntalnlng, and encouraging utl1~zatlon of our
national technology base. DOE researchers-have a natural
motivation to see' their discoveries and research util-ized
for ~henatlonal good and to strengthen thed9meatlc
economy.
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..STATUS ,OF· EDB FILE

CATEGORIES

Coal and Coal Products
Natural Gas
Oil Shales and Tar Sands
Petroleum

Synthetic and Natural Fuels

Fission Fuels
Nuclear Power Plants
Nuclear Reactor Technology
Fusion Energy

Advanced Automotive Propulsion
Systems

Conservation, Consumption, and"
Utilization

Geothermal Energy
Hydrogen
Hydro Energy
Solar Energy
Tidal Power .
Wind Energy
Biomedical Sciences
Chemistry
Conversion
Electric Power Engineering
Engineering
Environmental Science

"General and Miscellaneous
Geosciences
Instrumentation
Isotope & Radiation Source Tech.
Materials
Particle Accelerators
Physics Research
Policy
Storage

ATTACHMENT

File Size
12/31/84

127,000
43,000
17.000
89,000

24,000

46,000
61,000
60,000
51,000

19,000

56,000

20,000
12,000
5,000

79,000
1,000
7,000

142,000 j

93,000
16,000
40,000
91,000
81,000
13,000
22,000
41,000
6,000

120,000
20,000

256,000
80,000
19,000

1,757,000

2
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Mr.. MORRISON. Thank you, Mr. Coyne.. We appreciate your ef
forts. I am impressed with the volume, particularly of that file,
which represents a significant investment taxpayers have made.

Do you have any way of measuring the effectiveness of this avail
able information? I know it is hard to put numbers.

I am just wondering, that basis there, how effectively. is it used
by people who will say, we need information onthis subject, and.
then they obviously make some sort of a transfer into. the private
sector.

Mr. COYNE. We have conducted several analyses of those to get a
measure point. One. is; if the information were not available
through the centralized DOE system; where would the researchers
go? It turns out that they would go, very specifically, to 14 other
data bases, someplace in the world. And they would still be.lacking
comprehensiveness of the information they're interested in to con
duct the research to a very high degree;

The reason is that the U.S. Government, through the DOE, has
access to information from other countries, for example, that the
private sector does not have access to, and so on. So, we not only
know the cost of that, of conducting those extra searches, as has
been documented..In these studies, but we know that the time lags,
in another study that we have here, of what happens if the infor
mation is not available, even within 2-week timeframes, research
ers, they tend to say, "If I don't get it now, I've got things to do,"
and they'll go redo it, they will go reconduct .the research. They
will do things like that. In other words, they are going to do the
most efficient thing, in terms of their project.

Mr. MORRISON. Along those lines, obviously the use of this mate
rial has significant value. That is, if they had to redo the work,
they would make great investment.

We notice that the 1986 budget request from the Department of
Energy proposed that a user's fee system be instituted to cover the
costs of your activities basically.

Mr. COYNE. Yes,
Mr. MORRISON. Do you have such a system? And how ,does it

work?
Mr. COYl;E., We have a system that works in three-s-basically

what weare trying to establish, .based on this requirement of the
OMB, is to-the system that we have had for sometime, that is,
when we take on veryspecialprojects or programs that are beyond
the mission that has been assigned to OTI, we have always asked'
for reimbursement for those. projects. So that is kind of a set-aside.

We have a second category of costs that are incurred and they
are largely associated with data base building withourparticipa
tion in international activities, and that sort of thing. A decision

. has been made by. the..Department of Energy to apply an assess
ment. to the DOE programs based on a proportionate share of the
information that. is relevant to. their. programs that we work with.
And that program is, to the best of my knowledge, the assessments
have gone out to the programs, beginning in 1987.. Quite frankly;
we don't know how weare going to.dealwith 1986 at this point.

Mr. MORRISON. Do you sense that the efforts of your office to
make information available flies. in the face of our need to empha-
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size the sharing of technology within the individual Department of
Eriergy laboratories?

Mr. COYNE. I have been in the business for a long time. I was
with the National Technical Information Service when I was at the
Department of Commerce. When I was there, I was completely of
the other mind. I think what we need is a blend of the two systems,
someone .like NTIS to get out front with industry. I do think the
agencies, mission-oriented agencies need ability and the capability
to capture the information as we are doing, as you have heard from
NASA, in.a way that can move it into the private sector. And the
choice. of funding-e-well, Lthink you have seen other ways of doing
it within the Department of Energy..This is anew way and I guess
we will have to' try. .' . .'.,

Mr. MORRISON. Thankyou; Mr. Coyne.
Madam Chairman, I am delighted toturnMr; Coyne over to you,

and congratulate you because J find Oak' Ridge is not only the
great source, the. font of all knowledge for the United States, but
now it is going to be internationally as well. So, you have done
very welL

Ms. LwYD. We. are happy that you have been so enlightened.
And we want to also apologize that you are the 'last one yet togo'
and eat lunch. You are appropriately excused now, Thank you so
very much, Mr. Morrison.

I also appreciate.v-Ioe; that you've certainly been a wonderful
friend of mine to help me become better informed on not only what
is going on here but also in' the many areas where you have such
great expertise. And I will continue to look to you for guidance in
the future;

I would like to have some recommendations from you, if you
have any, for improving the way that we disseminate iriformation
in reference to our technology innovations to the private sector as
well as the state and locaL I just wanted your very keen perspec-
tive. 'k'

Mr. COYNE. I think there are two things, two areas that we have
to identify. One is related to technology. The technology area has
to do with speed and accuracy of the transfer of information.

There are technologies available today that,I think,could speed
up many, .many-fold the movement of federally discovered R&D to
the U.S. private sector. We are just barely on the tip of the iceberg
in terms of being able .to.work with those technologiesvtechnologies
I am convinced are there. And they work in many different ways,
but we can get.into detail at any point in time. Butjust by way of
one example, everi within our own Department of Energy; out in
Rocky Flats we have a very big organization, geographically speak
ing; and if you are on one side of that terrain and you .need techni
cal information rapidly,.it is very difficult to get at it; Today's tech
nology would permit,if we were. using it .properlyvwould permit
that researcher who needed fast access, to do it right from his site'
rather than. having to travel to the main site or back. and forth or
wait around. That's just a fact of life; . '

.Lthinkwe.need todo abetter job of understanding the' responsi
bilitiesthat we have with regard to copyright or patent on soft
ware. .That is an area where we have a responsibility for managing

v
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the operation of the national energy software. I'm not sure we've
done quite the job that we should be doing there.

We have many later-generation computers- We spend a lot of
time and effort on labor-intensive software development that is not

.available off the shelf. And then what do we do to really move that
and even help move it into the private sector where fifth-genera
tion computers, I see recently, are just almost catching up in terms
of use with Federal Government use. That is an area that I think
we need to worry about.

I think we need to make-I would like to see that the policies of
the. Federal agencies that are. large R&D players are as consistent
as possible both in dealing with non-U'S, research, that.is, on the
exchange side-sometimes I feel we are a little bit whipsawed. I
would also like to see the policies with respect to the management
of information within the United States, to make sure that they
are as consistent as possible. And I know we're all saying that they
probably are, it's either classified or unclassified, but we have to
bring it into play. Things like-the facts of life are the Export Con

.trol Act, ITAR, all of these things that do complicate life a little
bit. So I think there is something that could be done there. I think
a lot of that is a responsibility, very definitely, of the Federal agen
cies to work on, and indeed we, myself, and several others from
NASA to DOD are looking at and addressing these issues. But.
those are serious, I think, problems.

Ms. LLOYD. It is fascinating to me, a rather regrettable experi
ence also, to learn that the Japanese are moving ahead of us in the
high-technology industry where we once had the competitive edge,
that they are now moving in with that industry. You know, so long
we-said, well, you know, we're losing our smokestack. industries,
but we're going to move ahead with the high technology industries.
But. now we're saying, hey, wait a minute, we're seeing the high-·
technology. industries in Japan that are being shipped into the
United States at the. present.Lime. So maybe your comments on
speed and getting our .copyrights and our patents is, certainly well
taken. .

Mr. COYNE. It's ironic. I think not only patents, copyrights, but
the general transferral of information, if we look at what is actual
ly transferrable in the terms of patent and copyright, of the total
Federal R&D expenditure, it is an important amount; but there is
this much bigger amount that we still must worry about in the pro
ductivity.aspect of U.S. industry. And that's-we have got to make
sure that we pay attention to that, the speed with which we handle
that, the efficiency with which we handle that information, and
move it not only to Federal R&D types, because they're the font of
much of what we're about in this country, but also to U.S. re
searchers. I just can't overemphasize my feeling that that is where
we really need to..work. I think there are some very good things
happening, from what I've heard, on the patent and copyright side.
I know you are concerned with them, but I have this. concern. that
we neglect this other part of the system. .'

Ms. LLOYD. In reference to our allies, our Cocom partners, our
Export Administration, do you think that the bill is a little bit too
lax, or-it is not really relevant to these hearings, but I would like
to .take advantage of this opportunity to ask YOj1: ])0 you think we
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were a little bit too lax, or we should have been a little bit more
specific?, " , ' , .

Mr. COYNE. I guess I would rather err on the side of being lax,at
the moment. When we look at things fromourstandpoint of these
40,000 DOE research projects coming in each year, mally of them
arecross-cutting, not only done in defense programs or nuclear, but
could be done ill fossil, It may have cross-cutting technology in nu
clear or defense programs: And then to look at things like the mili
tary critical technologies list and say, where does this fit, there are
no easy answers to this question. I guess 'Ve've got a lot of worry
ing to do about that, we ill theIaboratories and those people, the
program officer" .' .' . ." , ,

Ms. LLOYD. Thank you very much. We arefortunate to have you.
Thank you for being with us today. . " . ,"...,

We next have a panel of witnesses. This Isour industry panel, It
includes Mr. Ray Sanders who is director of research and develop
ment from Boeing Engineering Co. Southeast, and Mr. Alan Fish
man who is vice presidellt of Electro-Nucleonics, and Dr. Harold
Schmitt, who is with Atom Sciences. '. ., " . ," ".... .

Gentlemen, we welcome you to our hearings today. we look for
ward to your testimony. We do have your .prepared statements and
you may proceed as YO\l wish. But your entire prepared statement
will be made part ofthe record.

Mr. Sanders, you may proceed..

STATEMENT OF RAY SANDERS, DIRECTOR, RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT, BOEING ENGINEERING CO. SOUTHEAST,INC.
Mr. SANDERS. Thank you, Madam Chairman.
.On behalf of the Boeing Engineering Co. Southeast, Inc., I would

like to thank the entire committee for the opportunity to comment
on DOE's policies. and procedures on technology transfer-and
patent policy. I will confine my comlDents to our experience onthe
gas centrifuge project and to the transfer of centrifuge related tech
nology to the private sector. We at BECSI have .encountered ,110
problem withthe Government patent policy.

In our case, DOE's policy on technology transfer is so closely tied
to the classification of the technology that they cannot be discussed
separately; When DOE classifies a technology, they have, ill effect,
eliminated any opportunity for transfer of that technology to the
private sector. The classification of the centrifuge technology is the
reason we have encountered significant problems ill commyrcializ,
ing.the technology that has been derived from our centrifuge devel
opment work. ,', '

With that clarification, I will discuss our views on the potential
for commercialization of centrifuge technology if DOE's policies re
lating to technology transfer and classification are-modified.

The DOE decision to develop the AVLIS procyss for future urani
um enrichment and to terminate all research and development on
the AGC seals a large portion of the technology and experience ac
quiredover the last 30 years of centrifuge development behind the..
doors of classification. Because of the classification issue, we in the
private sector have problems .in utilizing commercially the. informa
tion that we have acquired from our involvement ill the Gas Cen-
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trifuge Program. Even if elements of the technology are unclassi
fied when disassociated with the Centrifuge Program, we cannot
tell potential customers, inside the Boeing Co. or outside the com
pany, of our experience because the association with the Centrifuge
Program results in the information being classified. We, therefore,
are and have been handicapped in our efforts to obtain new busi
ness in centrifuge related areas because of our association with the
classified elements of the Gas Centrifuge Program. And of course,
there are processes, materials and equipment that have been devel
oped for the Centrifuge Program that are classified because they
are unique to the program and we cannot pursue their potential
commercial or military application to the fullest extent.

We believe declassification of the centrifuge technology and
transfer of the information to the private sector a few years ago
would have minimized the present economic impact to BECSI, its
employees and the region caused by the cancellation of the Govern"
ment program. We, therefore, propose that the centrifuge technolo
gy, to the maximum extent possible, be declassified and that the
private industry be allowed to market the technology for potential
commercial and defense applications.

Because of classification restrictions, I cannot be specific, but the
following are general areas of commercial applications for centri
fuge technology:

Flywheel applications, advanced materials technology, commer
cial centrifuges for medical applications, gyroscopic control sys
tems.

Although we have not addressed DOE's policies and procedures
on technology transfer specifically, the classification of the centri
fuge technology effectively precludes transfer of very valuable in
formation to the private sector. The classification issue also penal
izes the direct participants, companies and individuals, in the pro
gram by denying the participants the opportunity to overtly
market products, skills and experience gained by participation in
the Centrifuge Program. We, therefore, suggest that every classi
fied Government program be routinely reviewed for classification
requirements and that the technology be declassified to the maxi
mum extent possible so that the technology can be transferred as
early as possible.

Obviously the preceding statement implies that we believe the
classification of the centrifuge technology has been unduly restric
tive and that much of the information should have been declassi
fied years ago.

We certainly don't advocate positions which would jeopardize our
national security; we believe many of the more fundamental as
pects of the program can be easily declassified without compromise
to the security of the Nation. What this declassification would do is
permit us to communicate with others in the private sector who
are working with the same materials of construction and who have
knowledge of special projects and special high-technology enter
prises. This would permit us to study in much more depth the po
tential applications of the technology.

In effect, we are not asking for dollars, we are asking for permis
sion. Just as the technology advances of the space age have been
utilized to improve the quality of life for Americans, the technology
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advances associated with the 30 plus years of research and develop
ment on the Centrifuge Program shouldbe released. so that future
generations will gain some benefit from taxpayers' investments,

[The prepared statement of Mr. SandersJollows:]

)0
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STATEMENT

MR. RAY SANDERS

Director, Research & Development

BOEING ENGINEERING, COM~ANY SOUTHEAST, INC.

Oak Ridge""Tennessee

Joi,nt Field Hea.ring

Subcommittee on Energy Research & Pr9duction

and,

Subcommittee on.Science:Re~earch & Techno19gy

U.·'S. House, o f aepreaent.at Lves

July 15,,: 1985

Chairwoman Lloyd, Chairman Walgren, distinguished

members and comrni,ttee staff, my. name is Bay Sender s. I

am Di~ector of Research and Deve~opmen~ for the- Boeing

Engineering Cqmpany Southeas·t,. Inc. (BECS:!;), a w:ho1J.,y-owned

subsidi:ary of 'The Boeing Company. On behalf of BEeSI:,

I thank. you ·~for the opportunity to comment on the U.S.

Department or Energy',s policies- andrp.roceduxea on t.ecbnc Lcqy

transfer 'and patent policy. I will conf.Lne my comments

to our experience. op the gas ,centrifuge, project and to

the -tran.s f e r of, centrifuge" related, .bechno Loqy to bhe. private.

sector. We at BECSI have encounterep no problem with

gove~nment· patent policy.

In our caae., DOE's policy on . technology transfer

is so closely .t.Led .to.the classification of the technology

that they cannot be discussed sepez-at.e Ly, When DOE
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classifies- a cechno Loqyj. they have in effect eliminated

any opportunity for transfer of that technology to the

private sector. The 'classification of the centrifuge

technology is the xeaaonvwe have encountered significant

problems in commercializing the technology that has been

derived from our centrifuge development work.

With that clarification, I will discuss our views

on the potential for commercialization of centrifuge

technology if DOE'·S: policies: reLating .tic "techriology transfer

and classification are modified.

The DOE decision to develop the AVLIS process for

future uranium enrichment and to terminate 'all reSearch

and development of the AGe seals a large' portion of the

technology and exper-ience acquired over the last 3-0"years

of . centrrLfuqe development behind' 'che doors of class-i-fi-

cation. Becauae-" of the classi-fication issue, we in' the'

private sector have problems in utilizing, commercially,

the: information that we have acquired_ from our involvement

in the gas centrifuge program. Even, if elements of the

technology, are un.c La'a s i.fi.e'd when disassociated -from' the

centrifuge program', we cannon tell potential cuatiomer s,"

inside The Boeing Company or outside the Company, of bur

experience because the association 'with the centrifuge

program-results in the information being-classified. We,

t.hexef ore, are and have been handicapped in: our efforts

to obtain new business-in cerit-rifuge related areas beoaueer

of our association with the classified elements of the
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gas centrifuge pz'oqr am. Andot; course, there are processes,

materials and equipment that. have been developed. for the

centrifuge program that ,are slassified .pecau~e they, are

unique to the cent;i~uge and ~e cannot purs~e their

potential commercial and military appLi oat.Lone eo. t.he.

fullest extent.

w~ beLfeve ~eclassificat~on o~ the centrifuge

tiechnoLoqy and :t;J::'ansfer o f.. that" i,nforma-:ti:ionto the pl;".ivate

sector a few yeez-s ago wou Ld.. have miJimized
, ' the present

economic impact to BEC~I, its e~PlOye~S and the region

caused by the cancellation of the Goyernment qentrifuge

pro.g~am. We, therefqre, propose i that centrifuge'
!

technology, to, the maximum extent possibile, be declassified

and that private i~dustry be allowed to market the

technology for potential commer c Le.L and defense

applications.

Because of classification restrictions I .e,annot be

specific, but ~~e:;following ar~ general ~reas of commercial

applications for centrifuge.techn9logy:

o :Flywhee~ applications.

a Advanced ~aterials ~echB~~o9Y

o .commerc.ter centrifuges ,for ,medical

appl.Lcat.Lcne.

a Gyroscopic c9ntro~ systems.

Although we have not addressed QOE's policies and

pxocedu.res on technology :transfer [specLfLca.Ll.y-, the

claspification of the centrifuge tee,hholQ9y effectively
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prec~udes "transfer of very valuable information to the

priv~te sector. The classification issue also penalizes

the 'direct par-t i ct.pent s , companies and individuals, in

the program by denyirig the participants the opportunity

to overtly. market products, skills and experience .gained

by p~rticipation in the centrifuge program. We' therefore,

suggest that "every classified government program be

z-ou t iine Ly xevd.ewed ·for class'ification requirements and

that': the technology be dec La s s LfLed to the maximum extent

poss~ble so that the technology can be transferred as

early as possible~ Obviously the preceding statement

implies that we believethecla-ssification of the centrifuge

techriology has been unduly restrictive and' that much of

the information should'have been declassified years ago.

-'We certainly don't' advocate positions which would

jeop<irdize our national security; we believe many of the

more fundamental aspects of the program can be easily

declassified without" compromise to .t.he security of' the

nation. What this declassification would do is permit

us to communicate with others in the private sector who

are working with the same' materials o f" cons t ruct i.cn and

who have knowledge of special projects and" special

high+technology enterprises. This would permit us to

study in much more depth the potential applications of

this: 'techno'Lcqy ,

: In ef f eot; , we -ar e

asking ,for permission.
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of - the Space Age have _~een, pt::i,J.,i;~~9-';'1;o' improve the quality

of -Ldfe...f o'r- Arne.rLcans, the technology advances'--asso'ciated

with the 30 plus years of research, ~nd development on

the centrifuge program shoudd be'relased- so that fufure

genercition s

investments -.

wi.ll- 'gain: some benef{t from

;

taxpayer's
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Ms. LLOYD. Thank you very much, Mr. Sanders.
Mr. Fishman, would you proceed?

STATEMENT OF ALAN M. FISHMAN, VICE PRESIDENT, ELECTRO-
NUCLEONICS, INC. .

Mr. FISHMAN. Thank you, Madam Chairman.·I am pleased to be
given this opportunity to present our company's views on the sub
ject of technology transfer. Tam the individual responsible for di
recting our company's gas centrifuge efforts. My comments today
will be specifically related to gas centrifugation,

ENI has been an R&D contractor to the Department of Energy
and its predecessor agencies for the past 18 years in thefieldof.gas

... centrifugation and has had a long and fruitful relationship with
the national laboratories, especially here in Oak Ridge, TN. Our
most recent responsibility in the Advanced Gas Centrifuge Pro
gram has been development of a highly energy-efficient, micro
processor-controlled drive system for the AGC machine.

Aside from our gas centrifuge involvement, the major business
activity of electro-nucleonics is in the field of medical diagnostics.
We supply a broad range of instrumentation systems and the
chemical reagents needed to perform various types of blood tests.
These systems are sold to hospitals, blood banks, and most recently,
directly to physicians' offices. Included are tests for naturally oc
curring constituents of blood such as glucose, cholesterol, and uric
acid; levels of therapeutic drugs administered to patients; and pres'
ence of infectious disease agents or antibodies to these agents such
as hepatitis, herpes, and, most recently, AIDS.

It might not seem obvious how these two activities of gas centri
fuge enrichment and biomedical equipment are tied together, but
they are. Our diagnostics business, which now accounts for over
$60 million a year in sales, evolved out of our association with the
Government's national laboratories.

If you would permit me a few minutes to review our history in
this regard, I think it will become clear why we believe a strong
technology transfer program involving gas centrifugation is in the
national interest and should now be instituted by the Department
of Energy.

In the late 1960's, ENI had a privately funded gas centrifuge re
search program underway. The Government ultimately decided
this was not appropriate for the private sector and ordered us to
stop work. In its place, in July of 1967, we were awarded a small
prime contract to support the Government's ongoing Gas Centri
fuge Program. This is the contract which, 18 years later, is to ter
minate due to the AVLIS selection decision. Recognizing that the
Gas Centrifuge Program was the company's only business venture
at that time, the Atomic Energy Commission was kind enough to
invite us to Oak Ridge to review certain technology present at the
Oak Ridge National Laboratory that had evolved out of the Gov
ernment's then current gas centrifuge efforts. Out of those discus
sions evolved an extremely successful technology transfer program
involving two separate projects.

First, we collaborated with ORNL in completing development
into commercialization of the model.K ultracentrifuge. Hundreds of

,
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these machines have b~en sold by-ENI since we introduced it in
1968: It is used by pharmaceutical companies all over the world to
separate and purify viruses and other biological substances, Some
applications include influenza and hepatitis viruses used In .the
manufacture of ultra-pure vaccines and the AIDS virus used in the
current AIDS antibody test recently introduced by ENland two
other companies. ..

A second project we embarked on with ORNL was commercial
ization ofacentrifugal.blood analyzer. Here centrifugal technology
was usednotto .separate, but to. thoroughly mix a blood sample
with appropriate chemical reagents under precise conditions and
the reaction monitored under computer control. The 1970 introduc
tion of the centrifugal analyzer, called GEMSAEC, which is an ac
ronym for the two agencies in Government that sponsored its de
velopment, the General Medical Sciences Department of NIH, and
the Atomic Energy Commission, GEMSAEC, was the result of that
effort. Now in its third generation at ENI, thousands of these cen
trifugal systems are routinely used in hospitals and independent
clinical laboratories. Besides contributing to improving the quality
of health care, these two projects which I have just discussed have
returned millions of dollars to the Government in the form of roy
alties and taxes as well as providing employment to thousands of
people.

ENI feels the time is now ripe for another round of technology
transfer. Eighteen years ago, an abrupt Government action stimu
lated an effort by the Government and the private sector to initiate
a successful technology transfer effort with benefits accruing to the
field of biotechnology. Now that a decision has been made not to
deploy centrifuge technology for uranium enrichment, attention
can be focused on new spinoff applications. Close to $1 billion R&D
dollars have been spent by the Government over the past 25 years
in bringing centrifuge technology to the point where it is today.
Without comment on its relative position vis-a-vis AVLIS, we be
lieve the centrifuge program has embedded in it very impressive
and commercially useful technology.

In conjunction with termination of gas centrifugation activities,
we therefore suggest the following general program be implement
ed:

One, declassify as much of the centrifuge technology as possible
consistent with national security considerations;

Two, establish an office within DOE to develop guidelines for and
administer an aggressive technology transfer program; and

Three, provide technology transfer funding in fiscal 1986 to those
companies who have appropriate capabilities and who submit ac
ceptable proposals which are designed to demonstrate technical
feasibility of products they have identified as having commercial
applications.

It is our understanding that hundreds of millions of dollars may
be required to be spent in fiscal 1986 just to terminate the gas cen
trifuge program. While necessary, these shutdown costs will pro
vide no return to the taxpayer. A modestly funded technology
transfer program at least provides the opportunity for payback to
be realized from the huge investment the Government has made in
this field. The talent is available. It resides in the core R&D groups
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of the centrifuge contractors. We at ENl have already identified
some promising products which may be developed from centrifuge
technology and we are discussing them with DOE and the Martin
Marietta people here in Oak Ridge. We would urge, however, that
quick action be taken before the results of termination lead to the
disassembly and scattering of the key R&D people needed to work
on technology transfer projects and the effective dissipation of the
technology itself.

We appreciate the opportunity provided us to discuss our views
and would be happy to answer any questions you might have. '

[The prepared statement of Mr. Fishman follows.]

"
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ALAN M. FISHMAN

Madam Chairwoman~and Congressman Walgren. Distinguished Members of
the subronntttess , my name is Alan Fishman; I ,am evtce President of Electro

Nucleonics. Inc. (ENl) and the individual respons tb'l e for directing the

company's gas centr tfuqe-efftor-ts ; I am pl eased to be given this 'opportunity

to present my company's vteescn the subject of Technology rranster-.

ENI has been an R&D contractor to the Department of Energy and its
predecessor agencies for the past eighteen yeers vtn the-field of ces-cen

trifugation and has .had a long and fruitful relationship with the national

laboratories" especiallY here in oak R~dge. Tennessee. Our most recent
responsibility in the Advanced Gas Centrifuge Program has been development
of a highly energy-efficient. microprocessor controlled drive system for the
AGC machine.

. " '.' . f,
Aside from ~ur gas centrifuge involvement, the major business 'activity

of Electrc-Nacl ecntcs 'is in the f tel dnf medtcal diagnostics. We 'supply a":

broad range of.·i·nstrumentation systems and the chemical reagents needed to
perform various types of blood tests to hospitals, blood banks and most
recent'lyvd'lrect'ly to physidan1s offices. Included are tests for natan-al'Iy'

occurring cons t'ttuents. 'of blood such as' gll{c:ose~ ~cholesterol and urtc ectd;
level s of therapeuti c druqs admtn'is tered to pa'tients ; and presencecr ! ri

fectious disease agents or antibodies to these aQents such as hepatitis,
herpes and now, AIDS~

It might not seem' obvious how these two activities' are tied together,
but they are. Our diagnostics bus-lness , which now-accounts for over $60 MM
per year in sa~es, evolved out of our association with the government's
national laboratories.

If you would permit mea few minutes to review our history in 'this ,re
gard, I think t twt'l l become cl eaj-why we' believe a stronq-Technol oqy Tr'ansfer
program is in the national interest- and' shoutd ncwbe 'inatf tuted by the
Department of"Energy'~
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In the late 19605, ENt had a privately funded gas centrifuge research
program underway. The.government ultimately decided ~his was not appropriate
for the pr-tvateeectur and ordered us to .stop work. In its place, tn July

of 1967. we were awarded a small prime contract; to support the governmentls
ongoing g~s ce~t~ifuge p~ogram. (That is the contract which, 18 years
later, is to te~;natedue to the AVLIS sele~tiondec;s;on). Recognizing.
that the gas centrifuge program was the company's only business venture 1"
1967, the Atomic Energy conmtss tonet so invited us to Oak Ridge to review

certain technology at the Oak Ridge Na~ional laboratory (ORNL) that had:
evolved out of. the government's then current- gas centrifuge, program. Out

of those discussions evolved an .extreme'ly successful technology. transfer
program involving. 2 separate. projects.

First, we collaborated with ORNL in completing development and com

merialization of the Model K ultracentrifuge. Hundreds of these machines

have been sold byENIsincewe introduced it in 1968. It is used by pharma

ceutical comoanf es all over, the wot-l d.f;o separate and .pur-tfy viruses and other

biological .subs tances., Some applications iT')cluOe. influenza.and hepatitis

viruses used in the manufacture of vecctnes and the AIDS virus used in the

curre"n,t; AI,DSant.ibody test r-ecent'ly introduced by ENI and, two other companies.

The attached news release issued by DOS,hst year extols development of the

liquid centrifuge as a major spin~off ;~f gas ,centrifuge technology.

A second project weembarked On with ORNL was commerial taatlon.of .e

centrifugal blood analyzer. Here centrifugal technology Was used not to

separate. but to thoroughly mix a blood sample· with appropriate chemical

reagents under precise conditions andrtha r-eactf on monitored under computer

control. The 1970 introduction of the cerrtt-tfuqaj analyzer. calledGEMSAEC.

was the result of that effor t, NoW in its third generation at ENI,·thousands'

of these centrifugal systems are routinely used in hospitals and independent_

cl i ni cal; 1ebcretcr-tea.. Bestdes contr-tbutf nc to improving the qual tty of

heal tncare, these projects have returned millions of doll ars to the cove-n-
~ent in the form' pf royalties andta~~~ as well as providing employment to·

rthousands of people.at ENI and the other manufactur-ers Of.centrifugal.,ana,1yzers.

~
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ENI feels the Hme-Is: now ripe fore another round of technology 'trans

fer-involving gascentrifugat1on~ Eighteen years; ago. an'abrupt government
action stimulated an effort; by the qovernment-and the p-tvaeasector to
initiate a successful techno'logy-tran-sfer'effortwithhenefits accruing to
the field of biotechnology. Now that a decision has been-made not- to dep'loy?''

centrifuge technology for' uranium enr-tchment., at.tention can be-focused- on
new sp'ln-off epplications ;' C'lcsertc-one bill-ion R&D'dol1ars have .been spent

by the government ever the past 25'years"in bringing centr-truqefechnotoqy

to the point where -it is today. -Without"comment'~'oil its relative position
vts-e-vts AVLIS. We believe the centr-ltuqe progremhas imbedded in it very
impressive Pond commercial1'y'useful"technologY.

r
In conjunction with termination of:9as centrifugation activities, we

therefore suggest the following general program be implemented:

(1) Declassify as much of the centr-tfuqevtechno'loqy as possible
consistent with national security considerations;

(2) Establish an crrtce within DOE to develop guidelines for and
administer an aggressive technology transfer program; and

(3) Provide technology transfer funding in FY 1986 to those
companies who have appropriate ~apabilities and who submit
acceptable proposals designed to demonstrate technical
feasibility of products they have identifi~d as having
commercial applications.
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It 'ls cur understanding that hundreds of mill ions .cf dollars -may be

required to be spent ; n,FY,1986 'just to- ,terminate the gas centrifuge program.

While <necess~ry. these>shut~down costs,Will provide no return to the tax
payer., A modestly funded technology ,transfer pr9gramatleast:provides

.sose -9pportunityfor payback to' be- real tzed. from; the huge.',;nvestment. .the

qoverrment-hasjnade in this. fiel d. The tal ent Ts avadl abl e.-· It, resides, in

the ~col"eR&D .gr-oaps of tbecentr-t ruce. contractors. We,a,t EN! haveal ready

tdentl fdedacme.promtslnq prccuctswhtcb may be developed from centrifuge

technology and we~arediscuss1ng them with DOE and the Martin ,Marietta people
here i n Dak Ridge.'We,wouTd"urge,-howe~er, that qutck, action be taken before
the results, of termination lead to~the:disassembly and' s~attering of the
key R&D people needed to work on.technoloqy-tt-ansf'er projects and the ~c,

effective dissipation 'ofJhetechnology,itself.

We appreciate the' opportunity provided us to discuss our views on this
most important, subject aIld,would·be happy to answer any--questions_you,have~

,
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ENERG:t' DEPARTMENT TECHNOLOGY,' LEADS
TO. DISEASE~FIGHTING ~CCI,NES

Cent~if~gal force -- asold~fashionedasa cre9m separator and as

modern as the nuclea~ age -- has helped sci~ntists develop-pure and potent

new vaccines to fight diseases such as influenza, r~biesand-hepatitis.

Dri AlviriW. Trivelpiece,directoi-of the U.S. Department of'Energy's
. '.' ,",' " ,.,.- ~

Office of Energy Researdl, says more than 50 centrifugal systems for the'

high resolution separation of viruses and bacteria have 'been built, tested,

and produced commercially -- thanks to research suPPorted bY' the department

and its predecesacrs ,"

I~ rapidly-whirl iog centrifi.iges, light..:.weight t>acterial substances rise

like cream to the top while heavier comPonents settl; at lower levels in a

fluid medium. The research that led to development of the new vaccines was

pioneered by Dr. Norman G. Anderson. Dr. Anderson began his research in the

Molecular Anatomy Program a~ the Oak Ridge, Tennessee, .National Laboratory

and is continuing it at the Argonne National Laboratory near Chicago.

From Dr. Anderson's pioneering research, other scientists have gone on

to develop new and better vaccines from hig~ly purified fractions separateJ.

on the bases of bot~ density and sedimentation rate. The develop~~t of

these centrifuges drE'''' heavily on research ana devel.oprent; done at oex Ridge

related to the separation of fissionable material.

O\EO

PF-S~-Oll
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Several new vaccines have been developed wi,th, the assistance of tne 0:1;;

Ridge centrifuges. These vaccines. include new eXperhbent~i~r;;parations

combat influenza and several other yiruses suspected of"causing illnesses

similar to the common cold.

Equally important is the ability of some oentrifuges'toseparat~-genes,

viruses, and o~he~.individual components from living cells, opening new

areas of exploration in ,the s~dy,.of,human,cells"andeell particles.

Thus, the centrifuge became a critical tool as the errphasis shifted

from research at the ~natornicaland micr9~copic levels to work at the

molecular and sub-molecular levels.

" ".High respl~ti9~techniques'foF separating viruses, cell particles ~na

body flui~~. require the cooperation of many s~cialists. For ,such programs

to be successful, problems must .be broken d,own into pieces which.Cl~e

intell,igible toa given specialist.

The eevetccrene o~ the ultracentl::ifuge is a pr.ime .exampleof the

products that can result from research at large, multidisciplinary

laboratories such as the Energy Depar,t:rnent's, la,boratory at 0Clk., Ridge.

-DOE-

PF-84-011
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Ms. LLOYD. Thank you very much,'
Dr. Schmitt.

STATEMENT OF DR. HAROLDW. SCHMITT, PRESIDENT, ATOM
SCIENCES; INC.,cOAK RIDGE, TN

Dr. SCHMITT. Thank you for the invitation to comment to you
today on technology transfer and DOE's patent policy. .As you may
already know, Atom Sciences' formation and its potential for the.
future are, to a great extent, a result of those policies and initia-
tives. '< . ".

It appears that Atom Sciences has in fact played a key role in
the formative stages of recent technology transfer policies and pro"
cedures at the ORNL and in DOE..()ak Ridge, although this came
about really quite by accident. Our desire to commercialize a par
ticular ORNL-developedtechnology,via the formation of a new
company for that purpose occurred at about the time ORNL'sand
DOE's desires to encourage technology transfer and to develop ap
propriate policies and procedures were crystallizing. Thus Atom
Sciences provided a real live case study on which new policies,
rules, and procedures could be tried. .' ." .

The successful formation of Atom Sciences depended on working
out appropriate arrangements and agreements with ORNL. and
DOE. Likewise, the successful formulation alld adoption of internal
policies and procedures, especially at ORNL, depended, at leastin
part, on demonstration that they would work,acceptably in the
case of Atom Sciences. In those days in 1980 and 1981, when this
territory was relatively uncharted, considerable care and a good
deal Of mutual trust were required in order to accomplish the ob
jectives of all concerned, without creating substantial difficulties or
problems. I want to say here that it was a real pleasure to work
through all Of this with Herman Postma, Clyde Hopkins, and 'other
senior managers at ORNL at the time, and 'With members of the
local DOE patent office. They are to be genuinely commended for
their trail-blazing accomplishments in technology transfer and for
their continued effort~ and activities in this field.

Now, in the following comments, I just want. to briefly outline
the Atl11I) Sciences story and. then comment on sOlI)e aspects of the
policies arid procedures that I believe to be most relevant and most
important in a genericsense.

The particular technology is called resonance ionization spectres
copy-we call .it RIS technology-e-represents a. true breakthrough
in the analysis of elemental composition of materials. It is perhaps
one of the most exciting and revolutionary measurement technol
ogiesdeveloped ill recent. times, in that it. enables identification
and counting of single, individual atoms. Indeed, it enables the de
termination of .the elementalcomposition of materials down to the
few atom level.
'Both practical and scientificapplications of the RIS technology

are important. They are found in many industriesfor example, in
the analysis of high-purity materials such as semiconductors,fiber
optics, in geological dating, hazardous waste disposal, mineral com
position, surface analysis, biological-analysesoand; other.
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The RIS technology was developed at ORNL by Dr. G. Samuel
Hurst and his collaborators. The basic patent on RIS was issued in
1976, and by 1980,sufficient research had been done on the tech
nology to .show feasibility and to consider commercialization. Dr.
Hurst and I joined forces in late 1980 while he was at ORNL and I
was with another company.

In due course, it appeared to us that the most logical vehicle for
commercialization of the' new technology was to .form a new compa
ny. At just that time, a number of leaders in DOE, notably Herman
Postma, recognized that, in order to achieve significant transfer of
Government-developed technologies to industry, new policies and
procedures as well as new attitudes would have to be developed
throughout both ORNL and DOE. Work was already underway in
this area when we approached ORNL management with the possi
bility of forming Atom Sciences, and the coincidence of our inter
ests seems to have served all sides quite well. .

Let me now briefly simply list, although there is more of a dis
cussion in the detailed writeup, those ingredients in the new initia
tive for technology transfer that were particularly important to us
for Atom Sciences and that we .. were. able to work out well with
ORNL and DOE. -

These were.. one, that DOE granted exclusive commercial rights
to the relevant DOE patent. ;

Two, that. DOE and Union Carbide Corp. waived their patent
rights toa related new. development disclosed to ORNL and DOE
just before the company was formed.

Three, the. approval of participation by Sam Hurst, as a co
founder arid officer of theeompany, and as an active scientific
leader in the company, in a manner consistent with his duties and
responsibilities as a full-time ORNL time employee.

Four, participation of other selected .ORNL employees, as con
sultants to the company in a manner also consistent with their ob
ligations as ORNL employees.

Now, to a few comments on these and other items as they may
apply in policies or procedures in the future.

One, nearly all technologies that are candidates for transfer to
industry re"uire significant investment in additional development
before they are truly ready for commercialization. Assignment to a
company of exclusive rights to a technology is genuinely necessary
in order for a company to justify commitment of the funds, time,
and staff effort required for the. development. The importance of
this item cannot be overemphasized, nor can the need for prompt,
timely action on requests for exclusive patent rights, waivers, et
cetera.

Wisely, a DOE requirement for exclusive assignment of a patent
or waiver is that a sound plan for commercialization be prepared
and shown. I personally support this requirement as well as its
strong enforcement through adequate monitoring' procedures and
communications after granting of exclusive rights, to assure that
good technologies are in fact commercialized and not simply held
without action, perhaps by companies that are threatened by them
or are simply limited in their capabilities.

Two, a key ingredient .in the successful transfer of technology
and know-howis participation in the transfer activity by those in-

;
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dividuals who are genuinely knowledgeable in the technology. The
Government, under controlled conditions consistent with good man
agement, now permits and should continued to .permitandencour
age consulting by laboratory employees under a more liberal; policy
thanit had heretofore. It should permit and encourage stock own
ership and officer positions to be held by employees in spin-off com.
panies.vand it should permit .and encourage leaves of absence to be
taken by employees to work with recipient companies for a period
of time. Only through this kind,of participationwilleffective trans'
fer of technologies occur. ,,', " ,

Three, the designation. of user facilities is, I, believe, another-very
attractive ingredient in technology transfer, although we at Atom
Sciences have had no occasion to date to make use of them. An in
novative approach in this area might be that a company could use
user facilities fairly extensively, in cases where that might be desir
able, in return for a percentage of sales, say, instead of a fee.

Four, the establishment of a Technolo~ Transfer Office by
Martin Marietta is certainly an important, mdeed, key ingredient
in technology transfer in Oak Ridge. The key point is that most
technical staff members, no matter how competent or experienced
technically, have had little or no occasion to become acquainted
with business development or business strategy formulation. There
fore such assistance will be essential to them in evaluating their
ideas for commercialization. Care, of course, may be necessary to
be sure this office does not become a bottleneck when a good idea
for commercialization originates inside the DOE institutions. And
it should be able to handle the case in which an employee wants to
devote his attention to commercialization as well as the case in
which he wants to continue his employment, remain in his current
position.

Item 5, as to the blanket advance patent waiver currently under
consideration for Martin Marietta, a number of points have been
made in the press and other places, but I would like to make just
one, perhaps not emphasized in previous comments to you.

A blanket advance waiver will place all negotiations with outside
companies in the hands of Martin Marietta staff. Special care will
be necessary to assure that the terms resulting from the negotia
tions are in fact attractive to industry. One of the most harmful
developments, in my opinion, that could occur would be a reputa
tion in industry that technology transfer from Government labora
tories is doable but that the price is too high.

Item 6, a final point concerns potentially difficult choices. Sup
pose, for example, that a given technology could be licensed to a
large, existing company or to a local spinoff company of which the
inventors may be a part, presumably because both had made appli
cation and filed a plan. In this situation it will be important to
evaluate all alternatives, not just the choice of one or the other.
For example, a collaboration between the two companies could be
sought; this could take the form of a joint venture, a financing of
the spinoff company by the existing company, an OEM arrange
ment or, of course, many others.

Although we want to strive for maximum effectiveness in tech
nology transfer, we also want to build the local economy so long as
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we can do so without artificial preferences. and while remaining
true to the principles .of free enterprise.

In conclusion, spinoff of technology from Government laborato
ries can indeed work well, obviously it is already working well.
Technologies transferred from Government laboratories to industry
and commerce create real value in the economy and will be exceed
ingly important in the national picture. Over a period of time,
technology transfer-will strongly benefit the U.S. economy and will
strengthen its world position. Your support, along with the support
of your committee and the Congress, is greatly to be appreciated. ,

[The prepared statement-of Dr. Schmitt follows:]

,

\I

,
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ATOM SCIENCES,. INCORPORATED. '
114 Ridgeway Cenler
Oak Ridge,Tennessee31830 16151.4B3,"111,3

STATEMENT TO THE U .s, RO;USE OF REPREsimTA'ilvES COMMITTEE on
',' .SCIF.;NCE, AND TECHNOLOGY

Oak';Ridge, Tannass,es, --July 15. 1985

ON TECHNOLOG-Y TRANSFER.-AND PATENT- POLICY

by

uim:ild W. SCh';;itt
.sreetceae , Atom sctencee , Inc.'

Oak Ridge. Tennessee

ThankYPu',vel:y much,for your.invitation to,cOlllllleot toyau tod;;ly,-on

t"chnol,;,ID' trana~er and DOE~S,P!!tent policy. _As _you mayslready know, Atom

S~iences',' formation and its potential for the future are, to a great

extent, a result of those policies and initiatives.

It appeal's. that Atom Sciences has in fact played a key;ro1e in the

forms,rive stages _of recent,technologytrsllsfer policies and procedures st

the Oak Ridge Nationa~LaboratOry.(ORNL)and in DOE~()ak Ridge,. ,although

this came about quite by accident~"Our desire to cOllllllercialize a particular

ORNL-developed technology, Via the,foxmation of a new company (Atolll

SCiences)" fO't:that ptirpos'e,' 'occurred.,at about the time om'Band DOE's

desires 'to encourage' technology' ti.'ansfet: and to developapproprlate

policies and, pcccedure s were crystallizing. Thus Atolll. Sciences provided a

real" live ~.aaEl ',Btu,dy, on, Which".neW'"po~iciea, ru1,es." and prQcedureil; -ccukd be

tried.

-'1'
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The successful formation of Atom Sciences depended on working out appr~r~ate
,/.~; <->:",.:-/:'

arrati.ge~nts~'andagreeilie.nt8wlth ORNL.snd DOE. Likewise._thesuccessful _ <"

formulation andadoptton of internal policies and procedures, especla~i~0~~tJ
ORNL. depended (at least in part) on demonstration that they would work

acceptably in th,~;C~8~oLAt~m,_<~5.i~'?:c::.e8._.In those ,~ay,s In.198~ and 1981.

when this territory was relatIvely uncharte~,jconsiderablecare and a good

deal of mutual trust were ,required in- order to' accomplish the objectives of

all concerned, witho~t,_crea~ingBubstantial Aiffi~ulties or problems. I want

to say that it was a real plessure to work through all of this with Herman

Postma, Clyde Hopkins,and other ,se~ior ~anagers at ORNL and with members of

the local DOE patent office. TheY,a:re __ to be,~ommendedfor their

trail-blazing accomplishments in techn~iogy transfer and for their continued

efforts and activities in this field., Since the arrival of Martin Marietta

in 1984 its excellent initiatives in technology transfer have further

developed and broadened those activities. The national recognition' of ORNL

currently aathe leader' among national' laboratories;i~techn~iogy-transferis

richly deserved.

In the following comments, I will, briefly 'outline"tbe, Atom',Scienees."story and

comment on some aspects -cf. the policies -and procedures that'·I be'tteve- to be

most relevant'andiJiost important hi agenedc. 'secee ,

The RIS (aeecuence .Io~~za~i~q ,f;pe,~troscopy) F-:Chl1;a'~,~grrepr!'!sen:~.sa"true

breakthrough in,t!J.e Ilnalys.i_s,of the 'e).emental composHion, of, materials. It

is perhaps one of :the' most,exciting<and revolutionary-measurement'

technolo'gies 'developed in recent times,-' in"that" it enables·tClentUication and

counting of single, individual atoms. Indeed, it enables the determination

of the elemental constituents of materials down to the few-atom level.

Both practical and scientific applications for the RIS technology are

important. The most significant advantage of the RIS technology is the

co-existence (in a single method) of three characteristics:

Sensitivity (to <10-9 for solids, to <10- 18 for gases),

Generality (any element can be measured, except helium and neon),

Selectivity (measurements are essentially free of false backgrounds).

,

4

,
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Impo,~~ant,_C()IDmercial :appl1.c8tioDS are,founq. .du Dl,sny IOOu'stries; ,for example

in" the ,anal~.sisof_,l:1igh"T}luri_ty;,mo!!oterials.such 8S. eemfconducnoxs, .and fiber.

optics. in geological dating •. hazardous,wa8,te dispossl,.mineral composition-,

catalysis and surface analysis, biological sample analyses. and other areas.

The RIS iechnologywasdeveloped at 'the Oak Ridge National L~boratory by Dr.

G., Samuel Hurst -and Me collaborators. The basic patent .on RIR was' issued in

1976. and -by 1980 suff~~ient,research had been done on the technology to show

feasibility and, to. ,cR:nE!i'd.~r:,:commer~i.a1izat10n. Dr .. Hurst and I joined .forcea

in Lare 1980 ,:whil'e,:he"' ,,18sa;t 'ORNL and! was wit~anoth~r cOlllpany,,""to begin

to eeceecarn ~d :UJid,e,ratandsomeo{ the potential needs for illiproved

elemental' analysis in industry and then, based on those needs, to determine

how the technology could beat be transferred from its origin'in a government

laboratory Into the commerci~l woild.

In due course it appeared to us that the most logical vehicle for

commercializ~tlono~the new technology was to form a new company for that

pur~?se.; ,At, just t~at t,ime'a ,number of lea~lO!Fs·ln.-DOE .,not~blYHerman

Posttlla.,J;lirecto,:'",of"ORNL, were stating that many technologies developed in

government laboratories were suitable for commercialization and use in

industry', but existing poliCies did not., readily 'permit· the' transfer of those

technologies to industry in a manner tha~ would be attr~ctiv~either to'riew

or to existing corporations. It was recognized that, in order to achieve

signiflcanttransferof government-developed ~echnologie~ to:indu~try._new

policies .and procedures as wel.l, as new attitudes wcufdc.have to be.-deve Ioped

throughout both ORNL and DO~:~, ~ork'W"a~alrea?y~~~erw,a(,,~ri'_th1S aJ:eawh~n we

approached ORNL lMlnage;rnent,with tlte,possibllityofformin.if'Atom Sciences. and

the coingidence of our' interests seemed to serve pI! aides 'well.
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Let -me~now, sunimadze'those itigred-ients .fn the new'initia'iive 'for'-'fe'chnology"

tranafer_thatwere,parti<hilarly·:illi.portant t'o 'us f-or Atotii'!;'clences and"thai' we:

wereisble- to work ouf;well with-ORNLand--DOE~ They are:

(1) Exclusive commercial rights to the relevant DOE patent, granted to the
co~pan~ ill ElxchsIlge, fqF ~ __ n,omiml1, royalty ,sD:(},On condition -tha,t"J.he
technology would be' commercialized, a plan outline for commercialization
having been 'submitted. -

(2) Wai~er of 'patent'''hghts to ~- ~e_ia:~d 'new dl!Velopm~dt dlSClo_se{~o ORN!.
and DOE :just :before the Company was formed,; DOE and-UnIon Carbide 
Corporationw:s.ived _th~ir patent; right;lJ: an(}granted, those dghts, "to .tbe
inventors" (ORm. employees) oncondttion that the invention wouldb~
patented 'and commercialized, a plan for 'commercialization having.been
submitted wUJ1 ,~he ,wai:r~rapplic,ati9tl' inc",udin.g",ira.t~nde,d",a,ssignment.!>f,

the' patent to Atom Sciences.

'?'

;

(3)

(4)

Approval of participation by G. Samuel,Hurstlj,s, ac.Cl",fo.unfler: ,and,'Rf,fi~e:r:

of the company, and as an active scientific leader in the company 'in a
manner consistent with his duties and responsibilities as an DRNL
employee.

Participation of selected DRNL employees ',as consultants ec the: comjuiny',
in a manner also consistent with their-.o~~igatiolls_ as ORNL,emp~oyees;..
such'employees were some'~f'the -inventors,on the'patents sndexpe~tsin
various' ·technical fields needed ;,by;the, company on;'sn':oc'C8s1'Cmsl' ba8is'~'

Now os few c.0~ents 91\ .~~,es~ an?; ot.hej- ,items as ~hey,mayapplr,in"polit;.;l!,!s

or p oeedur~s in the,future;

(1) NesrlY,al~~echno~~gi~sthat ,are ca~didates~o~ tran~f~r:to~ndustry

require. significant investment in additionaldevelopme~t~ef~re .theyare
tr,uly'ready for' commercialization.- Assignment· to' a company of' exctuetve"
~~g~ts, 1;0 a tec'hl\olo~Y'J:..~.~e.",c.0th patellts ,an~;d!s~l~surel:l eubjece. to
waiver ofDOE's'patent'iight£~~sgenuinelynece~~aryi~orderfor,a
;companYito justify'commitment:of the funds, time. and'staffeffort,Je
required forth.e:development;~ Thl!! iD\portance,o,ft:his, .. ite.m ca,nP!lt be
overemphasized. nor can the need for prompt~ timely action on requests
for exclusive patent rights. waivers, etc. Although the procedures for
securing such rights appear to have become progressively simpler up to
the present time, attention should be given to assure that this
continues.

Wisely, a DOE reqUirement for exclusive assignment of a patent or waiver
is that a sound plan for commercialization be prepared and ahown. I
personally support this requirement as well as its strong enforcement
through adequate monitoring procedures and communications ,after granting
of exclusive rights, to assure that good technologies are in fact
commercialized and not simply held Without action (perhaps by companies
that are threatened by them or are simply limited in their
'capabilities?

,
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A key ingredient in theeuccessful,transferof technology'sndknow-how
is psrticipationinthetransferactivity by those individuals vho are
knowledgeable in -the" technology ..The government ._,under: contr.oIled
conditions. consistent with a. good .eenegeeene ; now permits andshou!d
continue to per~t~nd encourage consulting by laboratory.employees
under a more liberal policy than it had he,retofore. It .ahouldpermit,
and enco~rage stock ownership and ofticer posItions to be held by
employees' in spin-off companies, and it should permit and. encourage
leaves of absence to betaken by employees to work wIth recipient
compariies for a ,period of,t!me. Qnlyinthis way will effective
transfer ~ftec~nologies.occ~~.

Thedesigna,tion, of "User Faci'U,ties'" is, I believecanotl"!-er very
attractive ingredient ..in technology transfer, although we"at Atom
Sciences have had no occasion to date to make use of them. These are
special. facilities, equipment items, installation~, etc •• that are ma~e

av.ailable'tooutside businesses or institutions for research, develop
ment, or process. trials. presumably fora ree , An innovative appr-oach

. in- this area might be that a company could use"User Facil,ities fairly
extensively; incases where that might bedesirable,- inreturn~for a
percentage of, aales instead ofa fee.

The estsblishmentof a Technology Transfer office by' Martin Marietta is
an important.in~eed key, ingredient in technology. tranafer inO~k

Ridge. MOst technical staff members, no matter how competent or
experienced -technically, have had little or no occasion to become
acquainted with business development or business strategy formulation.
Therefore such assistance will be essential to them in evaluating their

- ideas for commercialization. In addition, the activities of that office
in seeking to identify technologies that may be candidates for
commercialization and in trying to arrange mechanisms for commerciali
zation should be encouraged. ~are of course may be necessary to be sure

:it.does not become a bottleneck when a good idea for commercialization
originates inside the DOE institutions.

As to the "blanket advance patent waiver" currently under consideration
for Martin Marietta: Such a device can indeed speed the transfer of
technology into the commercial sector, and because of that Iwsnt to
support it. As a citizen and taxpayer. however, I would hope that care
is taken to avoid the appearance (and the actuality) of "cream-skimming"
whereby Martin Marietta could preferentially place selected technology
rights with its divisions or affiliated enterprises. Not that this
would be bad necessarily, but it should be objectively shown in each
case that this is the preferred route to commercialization.

Further to this point, a blanket advance waiver will place all
negotiations with outside companies in the hands of Martin Marietta's
staff. Special care will be necessary to assure that the terms
resulting from the negotiations are attractive to industry. One of the
most harmful developments that could occur would be a reputation in
industry that technology transfer from government laboratories is
do-able but that the price is too high.
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(6) A.f!nal'poin:tconcernspotentially :difficult--choices. Suppose; ·'f6r
example, "that:8 given ~technology'-(e~g. ',8 -patent)": could -be-Ldcensed to a
large,'existing' eompany··'or to -a-'local spin';'off' 'company' of 'which -the
inventors :may -be', apar't~ presumably because bot.h had"llladeapplicatlori.
and filed ap,lari.: In 'this si;~uattoriit':WiU-be .1rilportarit-to :--~ValU.lib!
all alt,ernatiVes: not' just'die choice of-- one or .the '·other._: For example.
a coUaborat1ori between the two companies "coukd be sougnt; this coujd
take':theform;of ,a "joirit 'vElnt'ureJ ,a:finanCing-o£. the ~_pin-:-~ff'-company by
the exi8ting-comp~anarr~ngeme~t:where~~the,8Pln-off_co~any
supplies:.sn::OEwproduCt-',· to,' the exist-ing company"" or, other.s. --'Although
we want to strive for maximum effectiveness in technology transfer, we
also want to, build the local economy,s~ long ,as we, can do ,so without
artifid'al preferences and while' 'remaining uece ec the prIncipleB of
free ente;rprise.

In conc,l~s:l.o,n:'.Spin:"Pffof te.cim~logy,,fromgQ~e,rnmen~,1abQr,at,oriesc~,~':i~de.ed

work w'e,ll';' ObVi'oti8,~y'i,t, iB,alr~,ady'workin~"wel1~ , Techriolog::t~s"t'ia~sf,~r:red

from gov~rnu:en.t l,aboratOrie's',\to"JnduB~ry':-and, coenerce cre?t'~ .,'real'value"in

the economy and will be exceedingly important in the 'national pict.ure. Over

a periodo,£. ,time" i tecJ::!.nology ,trans,f~r ,will, B,t:r0tlg.lY,benefi t, ;,the ,0. S., econ~my

and will Btreng'the'ri itBwodd position. ; Yoursu,p,port,: along with"'ihe SUJ:lport

of your commi,ttee,:i.f'~r~~tlyto'be:~~pr;ecia1:~d,.:',

,
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.. Ms, LLqYD. Thank you ve,ry much, Dr. .Schmitt. It seems to me
the impact ofa lack of funding for-thecentrifuge technology has
been pretty important to your businesses. Would you Iike to com
ment On that?

M,r.SANPERS. "'en..,,-~ '. "'" .
Ms. LLOYD. Itisp,retty obviousfor you, Mr. Sanders,
Mr. SANDERS. Yes, I think it is pretty obvious to us; .
Th"'.ab,ruptn~ss .with .whlch the termination was executed, I

think, wasa shock to all and has created some problems that are
very llersonal too\1r smployees.In terms of timelyplacementand
those sorts of things. ." '. , " ...,. .

So, I think it goes without saying that. we Jeel thata more pro
longed termination would ,havebe,en in our best interest, if you
will. By the same token, let me move back to the idea ofthe.securi
ty implications of.lots ofthe centrlfuge.information,

We actually have people who have devoted ,as .muchasIu.years
of their career to a technology and then find that, they cannot
openly discuss it ina meaningful way with potential employers
even within the present company or without the company. So, it
gives you pretty much ofa Ill-year gap! or whatever the period of
time may be~- . " .'. ,. '. ,

Ms. LLOYD. Mr..Sanders, have you discussed your recommenda-
tions of declassifying centrifuge technology with DOE? .

Mr .•SANDERS.. lthink, Madam Chairman, you know Mr. Grant,
our president, and he has peen working this issue very diligently to
the maximum extent for the past 2 years. So I would say there was
a pretty strong attempt to declassify certainjJOrtion~ of. the tech-
nology.< . .•... ,.. .' ...' ... , . • > .: .

Ms. LLOYD. Or doyou think that we need legislation to advance
this cause?How do you suggestthat vve handle this?

Mr. SANDERS. It seems to me like there are always-is. a problem,
that of classification, becomes almost as/emotional an issue as nu-
clear or atomic power becomes, '. .. . .

To suggest that something-be declassified seems to suggest that
we want to risk thenatiollal security. Oftentimes classification is.a
pure matter of judgment, and the most expeditious and the most
convenientjudgment oftentillles is to say it is classified, particular
ly when there is no oversight activity.·1 thirikif all classification
issues were forced into the scrutiny of, for instance, a peer review,
if you will, or that type of oversight activity, or if it became as dif
ficult to .classify something as it was to declassify something, the
information I mean, I think we would see a great deal ofthe infor
mation that is presently classified' turn up in the category of un
classified information;

So I think within every agency there should be much, the sort Of
activity of an inspector general or that sort of arrangement where
by that classification issues are justified .on the basis of national
need and not left.up, oftentimes, to individual managers or individ
ual participants relative to. the, classification of the materials-that
are--

Ms. LLOYD. I certainly agree with you that there has certainly
been a lot of technologythathas beendeveloped that could certain
ly be used for very vitalprograms.sucht,as biomedica1.research and
even work on 13DI,and other areaa.as well asmaterials, ,
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t Would the cooperationof Martin Marietta and Boeing working
together really :help' to further' theiIlterest orcentrifuge technolo-
gy?c:!: ,) :if, ' ",' 'f"

Mr. SANDERS. Well, it would be antimotherh,ood alld~pple pie to
say that cooper~tionneyer works, but I think ,,,,e ar", very pragmat
ic organizations.and we have to 'get onwith.our lives; so to speak.
And our problems today are very pressing. We ,~avepeo:rl~ to
place,,,,e have jobs til save,and so the issu~ of cooperation over the
neartermis kinp ofahollow issue, Tthink, to us:;'\nd I don't wi~h
to soundnegative to the whole idea.rbut I think the wholetechnol
ogy transfer, issue that we, talked about here today in so many
characteristicsilllplies, as youhavevery wellseen, and it'sa yery
time-con~umingprocess, oftentim~s takes years, if.you will.

And so vie firid ourselves today in a position of having to r",aCt to
the situation that faces us today. I think your committee .hearings,
hopefully/will prevent this from happening, again, And I refer pri-
marily to the.abruptnessof theterminations, " ': '

Ms.' LLOYD. 1 agree with you on, the abruptness of thetermina
tions. You Iuiow,ifwas the policy of thismember.that. weshould
continue to 'fund AGe technology at a more modest rate, and I .felt
that would havebeen prudent, but .nevertheless, the administration
prevailed in this, instance, And I am yery sorry,thatour committee
did not get .a bill out. But, as you know, the Senate didn'tpassthe
counterpart legislationto make ,thisilxe;liity. We,will continue, to
see ",nilt Vl'e qa,n<ioztoJurtll",r!a,~)e~st capturing theknowledge
'that Vl'ehav",.develop~d. """ ':,y " ' '"

, Dr. Schmitt, I appreciate the kind words that you had tosay on
.Oehal,f.ofO~NLand,I share your enthusiasm. , .' ,

Howdo yotienyisi()nthenatf6nll1, laboratories really participat
ing ill the process of. technology" transferUsthis what the Oak
Ridge Na~ionll1 La,poriltoryiS d,()ing?y,:;, ",,', .'. !,; "

Dr: SCHMITT. Oh, yes, it is, as a matter. of-fact, And I think the
t~c'mol()gy~ra,nsferoffice or organization that Martin Marietta has
set upenhancss that. Nowthat's.outaide of the Laboratory. Within
the Laooratory,V\'ithin OakRidge National Laboratory, I think
what ,is X",quired"at least ill·Pilrt. isan education of staff members
.t!?oat tecmWlogy: transfer is good,thatis' to say, that it-is desirable
tocoII)merciillize. technology:!:: .' .' .' y
.. Historically, that ,h;3.S not been the case; it has not been a desira

ble item ,to.tra;nsfertechnology. I am talking-about-many, many
years of-history, andthereisa.whole culture built'..around-that. It
now needs.tochangethat and.Lthink.is intheprocess.of doing so.

I think Atom Sciences, in its formation, at about the same time
that .the management: was trying to' establish .new policies' and
.make .that possible. :I: think all! that blazed the rightkinds of trails,
and.that is not to say that they can't be refined.i'I'hey certainly can
be-refined and improved: I thinkthat iswellunder Wily'. '
·,::Ms;: LLOYD. We.are going.downthe road.

Dr. SCHMITT. Yes.
Ms,':LLOYD: Thankyou. .'" ;:,,, i-:'
Mr. Fishman; why does ENI feel tnat if;needs the-Government-to

participate: in technologytransfer?ln\oth,er: wotd~,iifthere is that
much opportunity; why isn't ENI willing' to pay': the 'bill?

'i'

v
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Mr..FISHMAN. That is a "Very good question. Historically we have
been willing to pay the bill, and we have invested many more dol
lars than fhe Government .had, where we were .participating in
technology transfer activities. As an example, that centrifugal
blood analyzer which. I related to, the Government spent, r under
stand, about $3 million in bringing it to the prototype stage. The
industry, ourselves, and about four other companies, from what I
understand, have spent about $45 million in commercializing that,
which is about 15 times the Government's investment.

I thinkwe have a unique situation here. The Gas Centrifuge Pro
gram was a massive program. All of us have been devoted singular
ly to making it work for uranium enrichment. Now we have. an
abrupt cutoff-:There has been very little thought given to commer-
cialization... . ... '. . .....

Youhave a number of stumbling blocks to get through..The clas
sification one that Mr. Sanders mentioned is one major stumbling
block, The.fact thatnone of the technology has been demonstrated
in a technical. manner to be able to make commercial reviews of
there are no. prototypes for some of the ideas that we see having
potential. For example, we also see biomedical centrifuges the new
generation of both analytical and production centrifuges are possi-
ble.... . ." .. ' .•......

But, typically, what is appropriate for Government to do is to put
thefirst bit of money in to demonstrate the technical feasibility.
Then industry can step up, and we would be certainly willing to do
that. We feel the opportunity is unique now. I mean, this was a jar
ring experience in having the centrifuge terminated: Our participa
tionis relatively small compared to Boeing, butas a percentage of
our people involved in it, it is probably the same percentage. Not
as jarring as the situation that happened to you.back in the cafete-
ria, I noticed, but it ",as still jarring.. . -. . .
. What we see as necessary is abridge to, as part ofthe termina
tion activities, take someof this money that would be. used to. ter
minate, to shut down facilities, to relocate people, to termy(ate
some people, and. use them for some. technology transfer. eff~. as
a bridge, for first base. Once that is done and there are then proto,
types available, there are demonstrations, at that.pointmy compa
nY,I know, andprobably others, would be willing to put dollars in
to bring it to thecommercializatlon phase, which costs many more
dollars, but at least then the. risk is understood, .

Ms. LLOYD, That's really great.
One final question, I know I have overused my time. Could-you

eXPla.in your.pIroposal r..e.. lative to thoe E-s.. eries centrifuge, and. o.th.er
applications that YO\I might have in mind? If YQU would briefly
review that for me. . ., .. .

Mr. F,SHMAN. Certainly. The E-series centrifuge is a proposal
that has been put in by .a number of organizations cooperating to:
gether. Martin Marietta has been the lead contractor for that. We
are participating as well as Argonne National Lap and a number of
otherInstitutions and consultants. It aims toward a development of
a new analytical centrifuge that is designed to try to find new vi
ruses, new disease-causing agents, and to identify those agents and
to separate them so that diagnostics and therapeutics can.be found
to combat them. . .. 0 ,
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,& an example.vthe AIDS>virus tooka longtime to find. And
fromthescien~ists.thatwe hayetalk'edto,if this kind of centrifuge
would have been available, it would have shortened theperiod dra
matically:' ..•· .,. ..... •••.• ." . "'

So, the E centrifuge is one of th(l projects that not only appe~rs
attractive, but the whole program proposal that has been in place
and we have it before DOEfora decision: And that would beoneof
the projects that we would.strongly urge befuncied. ip. this technol
ogy.effort.·< ..•• C. .•.•. '" "', .•.. .. . ..' ..' '

Ms. LLOYD. Thank you very much. Your testimony has beenex-
cellent"'·'" ',," '" ........• " ,", ,.....

.Mr. Morrison., "'" " . ,",' " "
Mr. MORRISON. Thank you, Madam Chairman. I appreciateyour

questions because it gave metime to read everyone's testim()ijY.
Ms. LLOYD. Are yousayillg I tfilked too 10ng?[Laug-hter,J '
Mr. MORRISON. No, it wasjust right. .,' ,,' .: .... ' ,
Thank you. Ido senseth,edirection youwereeachtaking; based

on your own experience, and thll.t is very valuable to us. '. , , .,
I would like to a~k only one question and perhaps might .seek re-

sponses frolfi each of you,' .'.. ' .., "': ': .' ..' " .
There is proposed legislation upon Capitol Hill that is decided to

return royalties to the laboratories forinventions sponsored by the
Federal Government at these .laboratories: I ~as just· wondering if
any 'of you had a response to that. Is this a backdoor way of fund
ing additional research, or providing for ~roader dissemination or
the technology that is available? I am interested in your reaction
to it as business people,.. '. " •. ' . '.' ,".... .

Dr.. SCHMITT:. I addressed thll.t point, butnot quite so directly,in
what Lwr0te there: , .' .: ••.. '.". , ".' '" ',' ".,."

But; basically; my only concern is that the nati()iiaUaboratoriEl~
and Government institutions not get too' greedy. I think if wi> want
to do effectivetechnology transfer, we must make itattiactive tg
industry, not just neutral, not justso.me~hing flallecifair,but i~

lfiust lie'attractive. . >' .". ".... "".' . , "
We have kind of a barrier to get over,' a,historicalbarrierto ge~

over.rand we must make' itattractive in order forIndustry totake
those technologiesli-:" " . . ,,'.' '" >'.," '. ,""'c

Mr. MORRISON. Dr, Schmitt, since you are answi>ringfir~t,I

notice 'you' talked about' exclusiveagreements.andperhaps.even in,
novative things like percentage of sa,les, this sort of thing. And you
are saying those are mechanisms which, ill fact; could make it at
tractive to industry, even though, ther(l. yvas .a fee assigned to your
privathItiliiationoftne technology. . . '.' •...... '. •..•.. .....' -.

Dr, ScHMrTr. Sure, sure; certainly. As a matter offact, in our n(l;
goti8;tionswith DOE ~e did, such a negotiation. We have ay~ry
nominal. royalty agreement WIth DOE, that they were happy WIth
and-was satisfactory to .usand ourInvestors..·And we went with
that.'> ..•. " ...... " .•••...• '. " •>. ..,'•..•. '." .,.. '
• Mr. Moaarsox, I think there,wo).lld be a tendency, probably not
so much for DOEtogElt greedy, but for Congress .to get its hands
into thisiI appreciate the answers frollltheothers. "." . . ....• '.•.

Mr,'FIsHMA1'i' I.would·agree with Dr,.Schmitt's comment, basical
IYj·We--had: negotiated "under our technology' transfer programs
back in the late 1960's nonexclusive licenses and, as-such, did not

c-
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feel that a royalty was appropriate because we were going to be in
competition with lots of people. We do have. ill the centrifugal ana
lyzer a small-royalty that we pay-e-we have paid AEC for each
system that we. sell. I think in the exclusive license that a larger
royalty would be appropriate. But .still I agree that the Govern
ment shouldn't attempt to get greedy. The best way for the Govern.
ment to return money to the taxpayer is through employment,
through taxation of profits that they achieve.

Mr. MORRISON; We found a supply-sider, MadamChairman.
Thank you, Mr. Fishman. .' . .. . .
Mr. SANDERS. I think I'llstick with Mr. Fishman's. answer. It

seems to me like that. Since most of these things we are talking
about were: basically developed. with taxpayer money, that the
thing that we should do is try and maximize the employment po
tential and not worry about the. royalty fees. Perhaps there are a
number of Government-owned patents that I am not aware of that
are returning significant royalties, but. I just..don't happen to be
aware of that. . . .. . .:

So I think it is an issue that is not terribly important as to what
the. royalty is, unless there are many that I don't .know about, but,
rather, that the whole' issue of the royalty should be directed in
such-a waythat it creates jobs for the community or for the tax-
payer or increases the number of taxpayers, . .'.. '

Mr. MORRISON. My sense of response, particularly at least two
out of three, which isn't. bad, saying let the marketplace determine
what happens in fact to this investment the taxpayers have made
in research and. make it available- essentially on a nonexclusive'
basis. Or, ifyou do make it exclusive, that there should logically'be
a price. tag associated with it.

Thank you very much. Thankyou, Madam Chairman.
Ms. LLOYD. Thank you very much, Mr. Morrison:
One clarification, Mr. Fishman..You said royalties would be paid

back toAEC?
Mr.. FISHMAN; Yes; we negotiated the original license with the

Atomic Energy Commission for the centrifugal' analyzer. What
they did with that money I don't know. But we have paid them
over the past number of years for every analyzer that we have sold.

Ms. LLOYD. Thank you, very much. .
Thank you,gentlemen.
It certainly is a great pleasure for me to welcom~ our next wit

nesses, Mr. Gene Joyce__Gene is h~re representing the Roans-An
dersonEconomic Development Council. I must say that I don't
think there is any individual that has given more of himself and
devotion to this community than Mr. Joyce. We are grateful for his
civic minded endeavors and all he means to tilis coIDmunity.

Also, we are happy to have David Patterson, welcome' to .you
also. Mr. Patterson is president of the Tennessee Technology Foun
dation. He is. also .representing the commissioner of Economic De-
velopment for Tennessee. . .'

So we welcome both of you. We have your testimony and you
may proceed. .
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the world leader in the past. And while this movement was led

first by>i:he developments to'at occurred in wha'{'w"e now call

Silicon' Valley-. and Bostorii's' Route 128, it;' is appropr Le ceLy enouqb

spreading across the'co'Unhy wherever there t s" a major university

and/or a major federal research cerreer , "The"Oak Ridge area is

certainly a perfect example of what can happen when federal

policies toward te'ChnolcHJY transfer become positive rather "than

negati via as'the:-i were .Lh- the- 'pas"t'.

I first began to study this question as an economics professor in

1965. I tried to' determine why the- number 'Of-' new firms started

in-this area'-asspiri.Loffs from'the Oak'Ridge National Labor'ato!:y"

and the ottierDOE facilities was' so small. There were· so iew, in

f'8.ct, that they tended to be de:scribed almost as anomalous; and

their creators'were regarded with a mixture of awe and suspicion

-the awe Eha tiva 'sciEmtistn"or' engi~eer could "ecmeticw successfuliy

enter-the world of business--the'suspicion derived from the

assumpc i onvt.hat; tie- of she had perbap'svb r cken the adrriinis'trative

rule, if not a law, in stealing the technology funded by public

funds and turning it to private gain.

Today,"those one or two or three start-ups a: year that I could

count from the period of'1965 to 1975 have been replaced'by more

start-ups than we can track. The awe is still there,alth6ugh

much diminished; sinCettiec'ability to get intc:i"business'yourself;

or to 'at'least'comme'rcialize your technology, has 'been well

enough demonstrated~ This suspicion'has been replaced by the

\:;

""
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small, high-techl}olo!kY businessesin the c9mnmnity. Th~~e are the
kind ofbusinesses 'that we, and the StateofTEmness"e, havebeen
promotingaspart of the Technology Corridor"Theyprbmise Il"W
jobs arid fewer' environmental concerns. Wefesl these compariies
are a natural outgrowth of the res"arch activities in this region.
Further, we believethesecompanies will find-asupportive environ
ment .by locating. close to the technical talents in. Oak Ridge .and
Knoxville. .' ..' ., .. '

Martin 'has-alreadyrnade substantial contributions toward 'this
goal in that they aredevelopingatechnologyparkandcreatinira
Tennessee innovation 'center. The itechnologyccorridor -isvalsc
making many initiatives toward these same regional goals." '.

One.keytooltoassist them and help us to diversify was.bopeful
ly, to be the new patent policy; However, we now hear that every
one is being .constrained inthese efforts 'because. of the conservative
interpretation of this policy. .

At this point it might.behelpful if! were to give you mythumb
nail perspective ofthe history Of Oak Ridgeand how it has .been
affected by theGOvernIllel}tPolicy on patents.. .• ." .

For the past 30 years, .we have.•recognized that thebest .hope for
diversifying has been to.take advantage of the transferoftechnolo
gy from the laboratory to' the private sector, provided of course
that the particular technology was not secret and was not going to
be used by the Government. We have worked toward this goal in
the Roane-Anderson Economic Council for many years, have done
this, together with appearing in Washington pursuing this goal.

We were heartened in recent years when the new patent law was
passed in the 1980's,in 1984. Up until 1980, from my view at least,
it was the Government's policy to keep Government-funded tech
nology in Government hands and not give it away to private indus
try at the expense of the taxpayers. Under this policy, the only
thing that really happened was that the viable patents languished
in Government vaults while foreign countries caught up and
passed us in many areas in the industrial world.

We were hopeful that the new policy on patents would allow us
to convert laboratory technology to the private sector. Indeed as a
part of Martin Marietta's bid for the contract replacing Carbide,
Martin indicated that they, through the new patent policy and the
innovation center heretofore mentioned, would create many new
private businesses in the region.

In fact, I remember when DOE's Mrs. Martha Hesse came to
Oak Ridge, she gave what was one of her reasons for choosing
Martin Marietta was that because of their proposal to transfer
technology to the private sector.

It is critically important that access to these technologies be not
impeded. Through the high-technology companies we hoped to di
versify in Oak Ridge along with the technology corridor. To do this,
we must be dependent on the flow of technologies from the DOE
facilities. This is how Silicon Valley and Route 128 got started.

At the moment, this does not now appear possible-I hope it's a
temporary thing, but that's the way it appears at the moment, be
cause of the current interpretation of the law.

If I understand what I read, the problem now is that Martin
Marietta is not technically a nonprofit organization. I know you
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STATEMENTOF EU:GEN'EL. JOYCE, REPRESENTING ROANE•
. . "..•.••• ' ••. A:~DE~SOJIITECoNoMtcCOUNCI~ ...,...•.•••••.,•.
.Mr.. JOYCE. I appreciate ,t.II~ opportunity to appear before. YOU;

andTwould like t.osa~.thaUa'Ilappearinghere sort of.as.apri-,
vate citizen, I am", specialist. iII1).0 field. Lhave beenaresident of
OakRidge for many, many years, and have.been affected as all in
dividual, and as doing communitywork, by.th~ patent. policy. It is
with t.haV1aGkgr\l1.jIIdth",,( I.\iPP~ lcal>, add something, without
being too redundantto the hearing,' . co .' . ' • , .J'

.Oak Ridgershavealways peen proud ofthe missionsfhey have
~erformed forfhe Government..Vlle findourselves.ihowever, held
somewhat captive, in a very real sense; by these missions. The poli
cies of the'Departmentof EI)ergy have a very real. and immediate
impact. on the economic viability of thlscommunity.Dureconomic
fortunes rise and fall with theshifting winds, of energy arid defense
policies. We are rapidly approachingfhe time ""hen the legacy of
the .DOE will become one of ourvunfulfilled expectations..The
breeder reactor, ELMO Bumpy Torus, Koppers' Synfuel plant,
Exxon's fuel reprocessing plant.__and the list.goes on and. on. And
we-are-now toldthat DOE; is shutting do\Vnt.heK-25 plantand dis
continuing research on AdvancedGas Centrifuge, ." .•... .' .

Someone has come upwith a law of DakRidge industrial expec
tations, It seems by this lawif the- project is oyer " billiondollars
and. is promised-to become ... reality in Oak Ridge wit.hin.5. or 8
years in.• the future, you can bet. on it., it. will never get. hete.·· • .'

Wit.ht.his background.' we' have to-naturally be "pprehellsive of
other Government.projects .thatehavebeen announced such as the
MRS.. It. cis big-in-the headlines now, and it. is a multibillion-dollar
project, It is to cometo fruition in 5 to IO·years. One-must wonder
whether it. will be, another-Breeder.ior Koppers' or Exxon,. 'or
GCEPS. During thepastIfi years,.while these billion-dollar projects
were announced .as coming here and.receiving headlinepublicity,
small private industry naturally shied away from here. . :•.

.lam.sure you are familiarwith-the.economic 'problems we face
in .Oak Ricjge.Wedon9.£,have.an industrial-infrastructure tosup
pOJ:tour:t',U' base, asour taxes!,re,hrgher :than our neighboring
communities, - .':,:-,-- :"y,.,<,' c.: " .:-,'-",",', ;,:.-

We have long recognized the-need to expand.and.diversify our
industrial base in this community. This is a.long. and.difficult proc
ess. even. underfhe best cirCt!mst.ances. ~~t.. we-are faced with the
l"c1< 0f""ailable land bec"t!sepfDQE'spresencehere.r,ro(only are
oUr.t.axes),igh.. but.ot!r landsells at.,a;pre'Iliup1. 'I'hesaproblems
are made .worse by. the recerit.. revel"t.lOns of the mercury and ura
nium pollution in .thearea, This. scenl;lfio presentsquitea difficult
task in coIlyillCiIlgasgmpa.P.y,a priyat.eco,*,pariyto)os"tehere,

We iII Oak Ridge",,~repolstered.with new hopewhen Martin
Marietta 'immediately began taking avery visibleand active role
aaacorporate' cit.j,Zell andtsnow working to proll'0t.e a positi"e .
image for Oak Ridge. They ate helping attract.)).¢"" bu:sine;ssand
expanding existing.businesses. in the. com'Ilunit.yas_eyidenSed .py
their investmentin MAXIMA. " . . .: .

But. the single most. impressive feature of their economic develop1
ment activities has been their commitment to the creation of new,

,.

,
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ELJ-Testimony

u.s. HOUSE. OF·REPRESENTATIVEa

TECHNOLOGY, TRANSFER &. ,PATENT.. POLICY

BEFORE THE.SOB~COMMITTEE ON ENERGY"RESEARCH & PRODUCTION

AND ,THE SCIENCE,. RESEARCH AND, TECHNOLOGY COMMITTEE

OAKR~DGE,TENNESSEE

.JULY: ~~,., 1985

_~y name .,..is, ;Eugene: J;.~,Joyc:e. I~ amCha,irptan of th~_ ,J;loard of

the En.er,gy. Bank ~ndC;:h~+Frnan,of..t,he,..' Ro.ane··:AndersonE~_onom~c

ccuneeL, I,appreciat_e,~~e oppqJ:tlln~t~__ of ~ppearing beforE!:Y?~

today.

Oa~ Ri4.geJ;s have alw~ys been proud.".of: the missions they. ha,ye

p'!'!r.£,ormed for; thegoyernment,.' We no,w; f,ind,. iO:tl.J;"selves, however ,

held somewhat captive, in a very ,_real'se~~e"9ythe_selJIis!3ions.

The,p'q;lic.ie~ .of,. ~h~,_ DePa,rtllle.nt ._9f Ene~~;Y. h!lv~,,:,,~. ;very p~;,a"l and

Lmmed La te ,~ptpac:;t .on the e~on()mic,;yitCilJ1:.¥ 9f~·thiscl?IlIII1ulli ty,. _'OUr

.e99.1J9mic..f9rtup..es rise. anfJ: JaIl wi t1) i:.he, shj,f,tip:g~,:~in4s of l:!~~,.r:gy

and, ~e.fense.,policy. W~; are .r,api~l:{_ ~J?P~o~ch~ng,t9-l3 i:jme ~h~n:the

legacy ,Clf the,;DO~.; wJ11llecome 9I1~ 9f':lnfulf~)l~,d expectations..•

Tl}e .axeeder React.o r , '" ELl10 J3umpY,T?,r_u:~.",Kop'p~J::.s '. ~X!J-~_~e~"p,lan,t,

Exxon r s fuel. repr()qes:s~.l1g;.plapt:,::::,:1;he,listg()e,s;.; on and on.,,", ,~g_<i

now we are told, t.h at; J:)OE.i.~ shutting ~.o,wn:t:.tl,e K",".25 plant aI?-4

'discontinuing research on Advanced Gas Centrifuge in the same_dax~

Someone has come up with a law of Oak Ridge industrial

expectations. If the project is government funded, is over $1
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are familiar with that, so it would be redundant if I read all of
that, except to say that 'Weare in. a more serious situation now for
diversity than we were 'When Martin bid on the contract. over a
year ago. I am; of course, referring to the major layoffs that we are
having here. . . .. ...

We are now in the s"llle situation that the Richland, W A, facility
was in back 15 or 20 years ago when they closed down many of the
reactors out there and laid off some 2,000 people. At that time,
there was a massive Government assistance to Richland. Part of
that assistance was a liberal interpretation ofa very old. and very
conservative patent policy to the extent that Batelle Northwest Re
search Organization came to Richland and invested some $15 mil
lion. That was adistinct variance from the patent law and to the
advantage of Batelle and to Richland. What is being asked for here
for Martinis of no profit advantage to Martin, but a major advanc·
tage to Oak Ridge.

Now that we are under a more liberal patent policy than Rich
land was in the 1960's and potentially a more severe layoff than in
Richland, I hope we can. be granted similar liberal interpretation of
the currerit patent law, arid help us diversify. .

[The-prepared statement of Mr. Joyce follows:]

'"

;;--
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W'~ fri ':'oak 'Rldq~' were i'J:iois.'t~e:r-ed wH:h' riew:h6pe wh~1l M~rtin

Mar.:iettaiminediate:l~:' b~gan'--t~)dng"a'-'very ~isibfe- -and' a.ctive "foir~

as a corporate citiz-en-~~rid i'~ now-·:·wotkirig"'t.o·"prom:~tQ'aposlti>Ve

'. "'.: '-'," ," .,,: _,. ,',: c..;......: _ :," '. '_",' .'_ ,:' .. : .'_,' ,,_,:" u, ", ,';,' ,;: ",,_..

iIlla.ge for' Oak 'Ridge. They axe" hel'ping attra'ct"new' bus Ines s and

ex'parid.iirig_':·'~ldstirig-)iusiri~ss~sLn" t.he commuid.tl a~e.(,.iderided :jjy"

their trtvestment i~MAxtMA-~

. But {he:'st"tlgle"most iin:p~essfv'e 'f~ature ~o.f:1:.heir· economic"

de~~idpniEm:tact:ivi't'{~sh~s bee'n th~l'r:-commitm"ent.'to:-' the crea t Lori

of 'ri'ew} "'smilii , h-i'gh~te'c:hnology bii:sinessas 'in the' community.

These are the kihei 'of busl'ness'es:tl1\;{'t "we~; a:nd th'e s't'~~b~~' ki:"
Tennessee, hav~--be~n'i?tomoting a"s"'p:are of "the Tech.·n'Ot'6gy Cor'ridor.

Th~Y' promlse'riew jobs ':~~d" fe~~t' eilvitortm~n;~'ai"~oticeri{~"~ We"feel

the::se"'-c6in'pa~iE!;;~a;r'e"'"~ natu'ral olit'growth 'of t"it':e res'e'~'rch

a6t.i~ities in :t;his "'reglon;; Fu~thet; we 'bklie\T~"·t'ne:se;!c6m'paid"es

w'Oul:<.i:' f in:da'supportive ~~virrinment'::by" 'i6'e:a:'tirlg cios-e"',t'othe'

teehitical ,tai~nts: iri :"Oak' Rldge" ~rid 'Kriox~ iiie~

Marti~ha~~l~eadymkd~sdbstahti~i contributlons'towards i

this goal in that they are developiiig a te,chri61ogy,'park and:a..te

creating"a Terin~sse~:;-Irtoqation·;'Cen:ter. The' T'edl1noiogy'(:'or'r;idor

is ai'soinak!ng "'tkriy; "ihitat.i~es "tdwards'" the' sani'ere:qional'~oai'S~--
One keY:'toot"t6';~s'sl'~tth:emio help; 'Us':' te)' diver'iii,t,y wets

hop~fUily to"be <i'tie new:'~~tent policy. 'Ho";'ev~r, wenow""l1ear"that:

everybrie La belngcons'tr'a'lri:ed' iii'-these efforts b'e~'a'us'e'"6f"~<

C()lis'€lr';ati~e ;interpr"et:~tion of '{fl'e';poiicy~
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Billion, and is promised to become a reality within 5 to 8 yea~s

in the future-- it will never happenl

wi th this as a backli;rouhd~,:.w,e a~r'e -naturally apprehe'ns Lv e

about the future'-of the monitor, retrievable storage (MRS). It is

big'C.1r{the headlines ,now ami'::i.t,is a multi._b:illion-doilar:-.project

to come to'fr.ui'tion in about 7 'to 10 years~ One',must wonder

whether it will be another Breeder/another Koppers' Synfuel

plant, another Exxon's fuel reprocessing plant or an Advanced Gas

Centrifuge that went to.Ohio.

I 'am sure you are. all familiar with the economic prob tems we

fade here "in Oak'Ridge.; - We do not have'an:-'industrial'infr'a'::"

itructur"e to support our tax.'base. Thus', our taxes are higher

than our neighboring communities. During the past 15 years,

while theSe billion dollar projects were'announced as coming here

and -r e ce Lv Lnq headline publicitY"'''':small pri'vate Ln du e tr r y

naturally shied away-from here.

We -have' ld'ng -reooqn.iaed the need, to', expand arid 'diversify our

industrial base in this community. This is a long and difficult

process e,ven under the best of 'circumstances. Yet weare faced

with"the lack of" availab1E{,land because c f" DOE i s pce sencev ber e',

Not' only are our taxes high, but our land se Lf s a't a -premium.'

These problems are:'only exacerbeted by the' recent r eveLet Lcns of

me r cu-r y and u r anLum pollution ion t.fi Lere r ee , 'This- scenario

presents quite 'a difficult task -in co~vincing -a company to locaie

here.

~

"
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In'fact ,-1 remember when DOEI s"Mrs • Martha Hess'ecanie to Oak

Ridge arid gave .herreasolls ,for choosing "MartinMarIett.a': 'one was,
because;.6f;',;their pt:oposal t-otransf'e,r-techn61ogy to the- 'private

sector.

It is or'i'tically impo:tt:~lDt,,·that·acceea- to the~etechnoiogies

not-;be 'impeded. Through·~the'hicjh' t'ech "corifpan'l'es we h ope d to

diversify'in"Oak Ridge-arid -'along-the technology cdiridor wi 1-1· be

dependent on the-flo'wof-' technologies from "t.he "DdE'fa'cHlftfeis ~

This is' hOW-Silicon Valley arid· Route·!'28· got' theii:start.

At the moment -::-this"'doe's • riot ',,'now appear p6ksdble-because of"

the current Intierpxecebdon of- the· law'.

If I understand what I read, the problem now is that Mart'in'

Marietta' is no-t;technical'ly a non;;':profft organization:'or a:

unhterllHty-and -the' governme'nt is saY'lng:- t:h'a't -they -c'a n n c t;

therefore: take :advantage-- of: this:'oppbttunity-~ To colnbat':that,

Martin has suggested that they' w,illl"- by- 'contr'act, guara'ntee'- tila tr

they will operate exactly' the same as universities and non-profit

corporations and further that they will not make a profit

themselves" and allow the government to audit their efforts to be

certain of this. Their proposal in broad terms calls for

reinvesting this money in further development of Oak Ridge and

not go into corporate profit.

We are in a more serious situation here that has developed

even since Martin's contract was granted. I am referring to the

announced prospect of two or three thousand people being laid

off.
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At ~l1;i,s ~~iI1t.}t rni9i;ttbe.he_~p;fu~; ;f. ~. were to giv:e .you my

th~nailpr:ospecti~e ofth_e_;h,~story of~oa!t,;.Ridge a~!1 J~_o,w i thas

been af~~cted:, ,by,.t~e, _goyerl1mel1t __Piltep.~ Policy.:

F()r'the paSt,; 30 years, w~:ha_v,e_ xec,?9niz,ed t~at__ ~hebe;s~; h()p,~

fqr diy~~_sJ_fylpg Oak, R.idge, was,__ to b,~,_able_to, take agvantageof

the transfer in technology from the la~o~atory to t~~_p~ivate

seC:t:,or_~-provided_the>particulartechnology waS;",not: sesret and was

not _90ing, b) be: used;,by, ;t:;ll,~ _goVernme~~,~- w:e _q.avewo:rkedtq~arCl,s

this 9<;>.al in ,the,., ~oalle::And~Fsol1_}~conomic_C;;qu_.nqil for .many _years

and have_,~pp~ared~nWashington,?_p,rsufplj ,t,hi~_ goal.

,We",erl:!;_,!I7,Cl.rt~l1ed,..Ln .the ;,~~cElnt,years.,whE:!n.the.newc._p~tent

>iaw was paaeed .~n_the...80,',5 and amended Ln. :1.984. Up unt~l 1980 ~t

was :._'th:7;_gov.ernme~t's,. P9licy, to keep gov,er.l'lment, f,ullde~,t.:e.cl:1Dolpgy

Ln. govermuen:t: hands and not 'iJiy~ it away to private indus'!:ry at

theexpeI'l:se. of the taxpay,l:rs. Under thi~...po~i,cy_qnly one thing

happened and that is i:.hai:. ,y+~}).;e,patentE! ,lat;lgufshe.d}n 90vernmel1~

va~lt,s__ wbi1~. foreign countri~s.c:au.c;Jht:,upand pass~du~ inm,any

areas.o~ the industrial.world.

WE!.:we,~~_hOI?~,fu~ t:~;~t the: new __ l?at~~t;, J?91icy .w?u14 "al~ow, us to

conve.~t,.labor.atorYt:,~chn,ologyi,nto.;~_~e i?F iva te,..s_ecc~9~.,here in

this reg Lon , Indeed asa part .o,f Mar,tin Marietta.'.6b+!i for the

co?tract replacipg CarbiQ.e;, Martin ingicated that ,they , thr9u9i:l

the new p~ t.en e pol,icy and. the i~o.va t d.on center. heretofore

mentioned, 'would help creatett.ta;~~,riE:!,wprivatebus Lne s s e s . in this

region.

i;j
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Ms,LLOYD.'Thallk you very-much.Oene.
'Mr.'Patterson.' ,

STATEMENT QFDAVID A.,PATTERSON, PRESIDENT, TENNESSEE
'" TECHNOLOGYFOUNDATION, KNOXVILLE, TN '

Mr.fATrERS,?N. Thank you, Ms. Lloyd arid Mr. Monison. "
'T am David Patterson, president of the Tennessee Technology

Foundation, a private, nonprofit corp,?rationcharged with the re
sponsibility of helpingtogenerate jobs based on the high-technolo
frY economic base in-thisregion. ',' ". _ . , ". ". ,- ". "_. "

The most important aspect ofthatjobgelleration, Particularly
the long-term aspect, relies on being able til homegrowour om
businesses based on newproductsand processes th..t are a natural
outgrowth of investment in' 'research at Government laboratories
and universities. These new products or processes may berthe
result of a 'direct application of' the results of that research. In
many cases, they represent synergisms, new ideas that were not
sought for or even thought of before' the research began. In- every
case,if thesenewideas can-get to the market intheform'of com'
mercialoproducts or processes, they add,in some small or-large
way;.to. the' overall- welfare of the, people in this country and' per-
haps. to mankind in general. '

In the. paste-for .a .variety of reasons related to excessive' regula
tioncsocieeconomic.conditiona, and, a limited access to sources of
capital, technology growth depended almost entirely on ver,y large
firmsand.a few hearty individuals that somehowor-another.were
able to overcome the various' barriers.• Many offhese barriers are
now gone. Whether by wit or good luck, this country .is .returning
to the entrepreneurj~spiritllJldthe,drivef()rnew products or new
processes that made the United States the world leader in the past.
While this movement was led first by the developments that oc
curred in what we now call Silicon Valley and Boston's Route 128,
it is appropriately enough spreading across the country wherever
there is a major university and/or a major Federal research center.
The Oak Ridge area is certainly becoming a perfect example of
what can happen when Federal policies toward technology transfer
become positive rather than negative, as they were in the past.

I first began to study this question as an economics professor in
1965. I tried to determine why the number of new firms started in
this area as spin-offs from the Oak Ridge National Laboratory and
other DOE facilities was so small. There were so few, in fact, that
they tended to be described almost as anomalous; and their cre
ators were regarded with a mixture of awe and suspicion, the awe
that a scientist or engineer could somehow successfully enter the
world of business, and the suspicion derived from the assumption
that he or she had perhaps broken the administrative rule, if not
the law, in-quote-"stealing" -end quote-the technology funded
by Federal funds and turning it to private gain.

Thank goodness that stealing the technology has now developed
a euphemism for that, it's called technology transfer.

Today, those are one or two or three startups a year that I could
count from the period of 1965-75, have been replaced by more star
tups than we can keep track of. The awe is still there, although
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We are now in th~same situation th~t the Richland,

Washington facility .wa a . in .back. IS. or. 2Qyears., ago WhE!D t.hey

c Loaed.cdown tbef r.. reactors and laid oi:f some:~_wo thousand peopl.e.

At that time.there-·was a massive government assistance to

Richland. Part 'of .that assistance -w:as a:.liqeral interpretation

of _the old very conserve t Ive patent, ,policy to the:extentthat

Ba~e~le Northwest R~search Organization,came to Richland and

invested some $15 million LfrL am not mistaken. That was, a

distinct variance from the patent law and tathe a4vantageof

Batelleand ,to Rich~and. What is beingas.ked for here·-forMartin

is of no profit advantage to.M~,r-tin, butli.,rnajor advantage to Oak

Rid.g-e.

Now that -we are under a'moreliberaJ patent, policy than

Richland was in the 60·s and pot~ntially a more ,severe layoff

her,ethan in Ri.ch Land , I hope .....e can be granted a similar liberal

~nterpretatio_n of the current patent law.:-;

v

,
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DAVID A. PA1TERSON
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I am Davi~ ,~~tt~rson,President,of th~,Ten~~s~ee:Teqhn9~ogy

F.o.l;1ndation, a __ !?ri~<:t-te, n,?n-pr,qfi,~., corp,?r,a.t~on: chaz qed \'I'A-th.,tl1.~.

responsibilitY,.. of he~p~ng to gen~l:",C!':'::e,_, jobs,.bas.ed on the high,~

tec~nolog.y economfc base in th~_s region.

The mos,t, Lmpoz.t a ne ll;)~g~,terw,a~l?e,?;I;;,.,?fthat .. jpb, gen~ra,tioll reI ies

on being able to home-grow our ?WP businesaea. based on new

products and processes that are a natural outgrowth of the public

and priva~e i~ves~m~~~ in research in government ~~borat~ri~s,

un i ver s i.c iee , and In. some: cases , pri,yatE:l.' compan i e s , These new

pro(ju~.t~,"o~ proces~es a'r e.. th,e result of a direct;.~ application of

the r eeu t t s of that .r eseerch , ,J;n.. manyicaaes , ,they .repzeaent;

synergisms-7nf'1~~Ideas that weze not,sq_ugh1;: fqr;or e,y.er:tt:h()9ght ';~f

before the r esearch ~egap. rn. every case, if these. new idea~ can

g~t t? the market in the form . 9f commercial produc t s ~_r

procesaes , they- add , in.,.some .. sm~l1 or large ,}Jay~ ,to the ove r a Ll,

welfare. of , t~t::!.:,pepJ?le, i!1. thi l3:;c.p~ntr¥. and. .ecmetdmee t o. mank Lnd. ~n

gener"}~.,

In the past, for a variety of reasons related to excessive

regulation, socio~~conoIl)~c conditions, ~nd.a li~ited access to

sl;)uFges of capital technology growth qepen?ed, almost ,ent~r.~ly on

very ,_~flrge ,fi:r=,ms, and a _fewhear:ty individuals that ~9'rnehQw,or

another were able .ec overcome the v~riou~ba,q=iers~. Man;f:'o~

these barr Ier s .are now 9,one. Whe~1)er by :~~ t :(),~90od Luek , bh i s

country is r.~tur~i_ng.-.tCl,t9:e .:entrepr,eneuri?-.l spi.,r,i t ,\a~d .Ehe dr Ive

for the new product or new process that made the United States
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much diminished, since the ability to get into business yourselfor
to at least commercialize your technology has been well enough
demonstrated. The suspicion has been replaced by a sense that the
system is working. ,Capitalism and Federal funds' are doing' what
they should do, unleashing the talent and energy-of human beings
to better the life of all ofus, ' .. " " ' ••"-.

In every way, this.new movement must be supported. Particular
ly, the aspects of current policy that encourage new business for
mationmust be strengthened and, if possible, expanded. The effect
will be a strengthened local economy.vnot just.in Oak Ridge .and
Knoxville, but any place .where there are, Government facilities. or
Government-funded research programs.' Necessarily, then, there
will be also.be a continued growth in the contributionthat science
and engil).eeringcall make to the growth and prosperity ofthe
country. ' , ',." " .",' ,

I have.no specificstoadd to. those that have already beensug
gestedother than the useofgreat caution .in tampering with our
tax structure; a plea for strengthening, not weakening, small busi
ness innovation research .programs; and a request that, policymak
ersconcerned about abuse of the technology transfer privilege take
great care not to return to the time when we threw the baby out
with the bathwater: The gains in new products, .new processes, and
the value, of general. entrepreneurial spirit far outweigh the occa
sional; inappropriate advantage that someone may take of their po
sition in a federally-sponsored research program.

Once-in a while, there willbeaproblem. But it is a' let better to
get the gains and live with the problem.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr',l'lltters,on follows:]

0'
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s errse . that, .the system, is;'lIl~,rking~ capi talism and 'federal, fund,s

are doing what they'should do~-unleashing the tale~t and energy

of htimanbeings to better the liv.es of all of us.

In every way this new:movement must be' supported. Particularly',

the aspects of turrent policy that, encourage new business

formation must be strengthened and; if possible, expanded. The

effect will be,a strengthened_local economy, not in just Oak

Ridge and Knoxville,:but any ~lace where there,are gover~rne?~

facilities or ,government-funded research programs. Necessarily,

then, there will be' continued growth in' the contribution that

science and enq I'nee'r.i nq.imake 'to."thegrowth .and _pro'sperityof this:

'countrY,r,,;1 ,.e., .a.: streng~he,ned u , S .ec()nomy~,

I have no,:.:specifj,,9S to.sugges,t o,therthan the_ use .of great

caution in tampering withthe,tax structure; a plea for

strengthening, not, weekenf nq., small business innovation research

programs ;ard a request that pc l Icy-maker s .concenned about abuse

of the technology 'transfer privilege take great care not to

"throw· the baby out with the bath~at~r.lI ~he gains; the new

prod-ucts, the ,new processesI' and the' general entrepreneurial

spiri,~ far outwe'igh the .occas Lonat v.' inappropriate advantage that

someone-.may take of' their pi:)'sition in e' federally~sponsored

research: 'program.

Thank you.
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Ms. LLOYD. Thank you very much, Mr. Patterson.
Gene, I couldn't have' done any better if 1 had Written this

myself. You havedone a beautiful job. It is a.very sad appraisal of
the situation but it is so very factuaL" .'

It occurred to me that we spent about $6 billion in' Department
of Energy projects here that have never been finished, from CRBR
to MFTFB-the list can go on and on-that it is certainly time now
for action, and the time to allow for technology transfer to move, to
get on with making this community what it should be, certainly,
with the vast wealth of talent that we do have here, now, with the
interaction with the university, as well,

I think you would agree that we need to move fast to see that we
can grant the waivers to Martin Marietta so they can move ahead
with the transfer of technology with a more liberal patent .policy,
Can you think of any other ways that the community can work
with.ORNL to try to move on to be more productive?

Mr. JOYCE,. You mean with reference to the patent policy, or in
general? . ..

Ms.,.LLOYD. In general, in addition to the patent policyprovisions,
Mr. JOYCE. Of course, we are in a crisis situation here and now.

We are trying to do something to bridge this tremendous impact of
layoffs that, apparently, is going to happen this fall. And it is hard
to say that anything can quickly be done. I hope we can get more
work in here for others, other agencies; or' other aspects of the
DOE which would be some bridgeover to it. The patent policy and
its interpretation would be another. And efforts like that, I would
hope,would have some effect On our easing the pain of the layoffs.

Ms. LLOYD. Is there any specific-If you could choose (me vvay to
go at the present time to redirect this community, to get out of this
economic morass, what would be your recommendation?

Mr. JOYCE. First, I think we have to look at it realistically, the
pragmatisms ofthis. We would like in the community' to be able to
diversify, to be able to get small andlarge .private industry in here,
to be able to no longer become dependent almost completely on the
Federal Government, Twenty-five years, a quarter of a century.rof
real effort to do this, we have been unsuccessful, but we b,ay!! had
real accolades from everybody from the U.S. Engineers to the AEC,
ERDA, DOE, everyone has said we have done our best. They have
monitored us as a condition of the payments and of the taxes, and
we have tried our best. We have been unsuccessful. We must look
at the immediate future. If we are going to avoid immediate-ifwe
are going to get immediate help, it will have to come from the Gov
ernment. The Government did not impact this community like it
does most communities. The Government created this community
from a town of 75. The policies of the Government, like the ones we
have just discussed, the business of big private industry concerned
about the union activity concentrated in ALCOA, and TVA, and
Oak Ridge, are things that make them pause before they come
here when they have other people who are courting them maybe
without that situation that they might or might not like.

So, we have very many real problems, to the point now that I
think our tax base-and I don't have these numbers; I think it's
around 5 percent of our tax base comes from private industry in
this community, after 25 years of effort. So, if you can look to the

v
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past to project the future, if everybody is working as hard as they
can, we have a difficult time ahead of us for private industry. We
should work toward that and will continue to make every effort. I
-think the State, should make an effort, and we should redouble our
efforts.

Ms. ,LOOYD. Well" I think you know that this member is certainly
. encouraging the Department of Energy to look into the areas of

technology transfer, especially in. relation to the AGC activities
that have been here. I will continue to do so. I think there are tre
mendous potentials in centrifuge technology, not only to move
ahead in this community, and the sm initiative, but also in the
biomedical and materials research as well. And. I will continue .to
work in these efforts.

Thank you very much. .
Mr. Patterson, in. what ways can the State improve the benefits

that it derives from' the. unique capabilities which we have right
herein this laboratory? . '. .

Mr .. PATTERSON. I wish I could give aneasy.answento. that.ques
tion because we certainly are worried .about it, The, State of Ten
nessee is not in a position to give some of the big subsidies that
some other States give to industry. We do not have some of the
types of programs that .are springing up now in other parts of the
country. The Governor has worked hard to improve our education
al system, and the university has doneagreatdealto upgrade its
programs and to publicize its programs that were already well up,
graded but nobody knewabout them. .

We are just. hard pressed to come up. with anything that can
solve our short-term problem. Over the long term, I think what is
going on in the educational system, from the very lowestlevel up
throughthe university system, the efforts being made to stimulate
and support homegrown business, overthe long term that will pay
off. .

In the short run, I really do not have any suggestions of things
that the--- . ,

Ms. LL9YD. We .are certainlyJooking forward. to working with
you in a cooperative J1lanner, to see that more people are retrained.
And I do want to compliment the Governor on the initiative that
he has made to establishing retraining centers.. I look forward to
working with the Governor in this endeavor as well.

Mr. Morrison. . .
Mr. MORRISON. Thank you. I really appreciated the statements of

both of you. .', .
Mr. Joyce, I can assure You that the Oak Ridge law, as. you re-,

ferred to it, fits Hanford to a T as well. It seems to be universal
among these towns. . . . .

I keep telling my good constituents in the city of Richland that
theystill are waiting around for the government to come in and
change the light bulbs. .

I wish Lcould see an answer comingdown the road. Both of you,
I think, have eloquentlymade the case for an area that has been
impacted recently with some very negative announcements.

I am almost tempted to say, let's devise a formula of some kind
so.that when you terminate significant programs in an area, that
there isa triggered opportunity fund that might provide at least
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the capital Incentive for people to pick up the opportunities that
exist hi technology transfer. But I have to share with you perhaps
one slight misconception. I don't seethe diversification -that oc
curredat Hanford in 'the mid-1960's as really comingfromtechnol
ogy transfer. There was a forced, if you will, diversification, within
the community that,if you get a, piece oftheGovernmentactioll,you have to plow back, in essence, a percentage of'the take<inthe
building of a motel, a cattle feedlot, yOu know, some other things
that were efforts to diversify. ' , ,

I wish, having gone through it in that community, I could give
you some better examples. In fact, I have to compliment the' work
that has gone on here because I sense that the actual utilization of
technology here exceeds dramatically the utilization of spinoff tech
nology from what we have seen in the priniarilyplutonium han-
dling.whieh is our forte inthat immediate area. ' , '

So, I guess, rather than a question, I would say, whatever you
can devise in your minds, we will be most interested in sharing
with' you and working with Ms. Lloyd, who has worked without
[)illlse on attempting to solve the immediate economic problem that
you,face' , ," ' " ' '

I guess maybe one question. That is, as you pave listened to the
presentations on technology transfer or as you watched, do you,
both of you; either of you, see particular obstacles that are in the
waythat would-Iead-tosa small businessvinvestor coming in and
picking up some ofthat technology and creating the job and invest-
ment opportunities th~t you sense you need here? ,,' , "

Mr. PATTERS9N. I work-most closely in that area, I guess, than
anything else. And I wouId say that, since I was here and looked, at
the situation and used to work at the lab asa consultant back in
the days when somebody like Hal Schmitt went off and started a
business, he was regarded as, you know, really probably kind' ofa
shady character; there was a lot of mistrust of what must have
happened there' And I say that quite advisedly. People told me
that that really was a bad thing that they did. So if I compare that
to where 'we are today, it is like you've died and gone to heaven.
People are supportive of getting'out and starting businesses. ,We
are having-I guessS years ago I could count maybe 10 startups,
This year I don't have any idea how many, T can count-s-the ()nes I
have counted I could probably count 15 or 20, 25, but I hear of new
ones every day. I literally used to know about every one of them.
That isjust riot true today.

The expected, or the hoped for changes that might liberalize the
patent policy even more, I think that could help. Efforts to get
more-positive attitudes on the part of the people that are con-
cerned about abuse could help. '

The bureaucratic concerns that everybody must have in a large
organization can sometimes slow down a transfer. I really don't see
that happening to a great extent here now.

Mr. MORRISON' Mr. ,Patterson, do you sense ,th",-t a more fixed
procedure in place for this transfer would alleviate some of the
concerns that somebody is riRping someorie off? .:', '. .

Mr. PATTERSON. I think it s a little more trust, and when you do
find someone who really has done it, maybe a good whack' across
the head perhaps. But I think that we have come a long way, and I
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just want to be sure that it continues along that same way, with
the kinds. of things that I am. concerned about; and that is that
small business startup, those kinds of economic transfers. And
then, of course, the Policies of allowing large companies to come in,'
or. any companies to come in and work at thelab.and work.with
the. scientists and engineers, is a terrific.way' to. maximize' the
dollar value of--

Mr.. MORRISON. Do you agree with the concept that Martin Mari
etta seems to be putting in place, and that is that they will encour
age their people to step out and serve as advisors or even moon
light?

Mr. PATTERSON. Not only encourage it, I pray for it daily. It is a
terrific thing. It has helped us in trying to recruit businesses in
here. It has helped new businesses get started; Where a scientist,
for instance, has an idea, he or she does not want to go into busi
ness themselves, but they are the technical base of that. business.
Then they can consult. They can help somebody get the business
started, just as Hal described a little earlier. And there is more and
more of that going on, I think it needs to be encouraged.

.Mr. MORRISON. OK. I thank you. And I sense that the reason we
are here, of course, is because we think something additional is
going to happen within the congressional halls; and we want to
make sure that it fits the need. And you certainly have established
a pattern here that I think all of us should be pleased to follow.

I guess the moral of the story is that it takes. a lot of those small
entrepreneurial efforts to make up for a big kick in the shins.

Mr. PATTERSON. That's right. And you can't do it overnight. You
got to have some other way to do that.

Mr. MORRISON. I guess I am chairman again, and, with that, we
thank you very much for your comments and your attendance here
today. ..

We callthe next panel. We will handle these separately: Chan"
cellor Jack Reese ofthe University of Tennessee at Knoxville.

We look forward to your statement; Dr. Reese, and, as before, the
full statement will be part of the record.

STATEMENT OF DR. JACK REESE, CHANCELLOR, UNIVERSITY OF
TENNESSEE;·.KNOXVILLE

Dr, REESE. Thank you, Mr. Morrison.
I should like to begin, if I may, with a few general comments

about the role of universities in technology transfer. Although the
phrase is relatively new, that role has always been very significant,
because most of the basic research in the United States has been
carried out at universities. And they have been the primary source,
for the scientists, engineers, and managers who have traditionally
produced economic and technological progress.

In the past decade, however, universities have begun to play, I
think, an even more important and increasingly direct role in tech
nology transfer. At research universities such as U'I', Knoxville,
one finds a growing realization that' the economic health of the
nation depends upon appropriate partnerships among the Federal
Government, private business, and higher education.
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Faculty have undergone some interesting transitions themselves,
They are much more interested in this topic than they used to be. I
believe that they are motivated only partially by the possibility-of
personal gain; they are attracted also to seeing their research
brought to useful conclusions, providing leadershipin lccaleconom
ic development; creating employment, and providingrawisible
legacy of their research. .

It would. be useful.. I believe, to summarize some of the local de
velopments, many ofwhich have been already mentioned today; I
will gloss over those.quickly. ,

No.1 is that in concert with the changes which have taken place
in the Federal Govemment concerning technology transfer, UT
Knoxville, like most research oriented universities around the
country, has. for the first time clearly defined its own patent poli
cies, The procedures reflect a significant increase in •. patentdisclo
stlres.In 1982, for example, 1 such disclosure wa~ filed; in 1984, 14
wel'e processed. ... ..•. . :. '.' .' .. <

A number of new corporations.have been established.. the result
of faculty research and initiative. These include locally Phyton
Technology, Perceptics Corp.,. Biocarriers, Ptarigan, Veritec, and
Reprotech. Very high-technology sounding names.

The State of Tennessee; under the leadership ofGovernor Alex,
ander, as you know, appropriated $2 million as an endowment for
the establishment of the Tennessee Technology Corridor, headed by
Mr. Patterson. .

Next, the Tennessee GeneralAssembly has approved and funded
a limited number of Centers of Excellence at public universities in
the State. The top-ranked and best-supported such center is the Sci
ence Alliance, which is a cooperative effort 'between The University
of Tennessee, Knoxville, and the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. A
very important feature of that effort, one feature of it is the Distin
guished Scientist Program, the intent of which is to employ 30
truly distinguished researchers with joint appointments at the Uni-
versity and the Laboratory over a .number of years, .

Mechanisms for effective technology transfer have been created
or significantly enhanced. Our own UT ResearchCorp. has become
much more active. Very recently, a private venture capital firm es
tablished close, but not exclusive, ties with the UT Research Corvo
And the Tennessee Technology Foundation and Martin Marietta s
Innovation Center will play an important role in the university's
history.. . .. .. . •

Another important mechanism is ORAU, Oak Ridge Associated
Universities .. UTK, for example, is part. of a proposed program
which will transfer knowledge in supercomputer applications di
rectly to industry from a consortium of 49 univel'sities.. .

The University has also established a number of research centers
which are closely tied to ORNL)md which have, or plan to have,
heavy corporate involvement. ~o have been designated as Centers
of Excellence, the Center. for Material SciElllces and the Center for
Hazardous Waste Management. Other centers have been estab
li~hed in Instrumentation and Controls, Automated Manufacturing
Systems, and Biotechnology. . . " . .•. . .•.•..

COrporate sponsorship of research, which is very germane to the'
present discusson, that research has increased sharply. Such spon-
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sorship a few years ago provided about 5 percent of the research
funds coming to the University; this year that percentage will be
something over 10 percent. . .

All of these are very important to technology transfer and to the
quality of the research and training at The University of Tennes
see, Knoxville. Equallyimportant, if not more important, however,
is the emerging principle of coordination and cooperation among
the major agencies and corporations in the region. We genuinely
believe that alliances have become increasingly important.

The most visible symbol ·of that new attitude of cooperation and
coordination is the Consortium of Research Institutions, made up
of the University of Tennessee, Knoxville, the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, the Tennessee Valley Authority, Martin Marietta
Corp., and the Oak Ridge Operations Office of the Department of
Energy. Top management and research staff from these organiza
tions meet twice yearly to discuss opportunities for joint research
and training programs in the region,

I will conclude my testimony with a few brief comments about
the role of the Federal Government as envisioned from the Univer
sity.

The first point seems obvious but perhaps is the most important.
That is, the primary support historically for basic and applied re-:
search in the United States has come from the Federal Govern
ment. And the scientific, technological, economic strength of the
country depends primarily on continuation, improvement of that
support.

Public Law 96-517, The Patent and Trademark Amendments of
1980, allows us, as a nonprofit organization, as you know, to retain
title to innovations. Without that we could never have seen the in
crease in the number of patent disclosures.

Corporate tax incentives for supporting research at universities,
as provided in the Economic Recovery Act of 1981, have significant
ly increased the university's role in technology transfer, not simply
because of the investment of funds, but because of the relationships
with companies which were established.

Consequently, we strongly support House Bill 1188, Senate 58,
which makes this R&D tax credit permanent and which provides
for a few other things such as deduction provisions for corporate
donations of the state-of-the-art equipment for educational and re
search purposes.

I feel impelled to say that we have been very pleased with all of
our relationships with Martin Marietta Corp., and we urge appro
priate action by the Congress and!or the Department of Energy to
provide the company sufficient latitude to make the operation of
the Innovation Center truly and quickly successful.

We must never lose sight of the fact, in all this activity, that the'
systems we devise, the policies we develop should be designed to
nurture creativity, that ultimately we are dealing with an individ
ual. And our joint responsibility at the University, Martin Mariet
ta, the Federal Government, the laboratory, is to nourish that
sense of creativity, provide the best possible environment for
people of great talent to exercise that talent.

And finally, without reference to any specific legislation, I should
like to encourage the Congress to recognize, applaud, and support



the cooperative relationships which one finds. in this region-and I
am not embarrassed about the chauvinism-which one finds in this
region among higher education and the Federal Government and
privateindustry, .' .. .•...

We have the opportunity to create in this area a national model
for. effective, coordinated, cooperative techri?logy transfer and eco
nomic development; andtheCongress and Federal agencies can
participate significantly ill. that effort.

Thank y"Il.. .... .' ..
[The prepared statement of Dr. Reesefollows.]
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My name is Jack Reese, and I 'am Chancellor 'at The University of

Tennessee, Knoxville. I am pleased to have been asked to present

testimony on the ,subject of "Technology, Tr'ansfer and Patent

Policy.'.'

I should like to begin with several generaL comments concerning

the role of universities in technology transfer. That -role"ha:s

always been significant; most of the basic research in the United

States is carried out in universities;"and they have been the'

primary source for the scient~stsiengineers, and managers ~who

have ,produced economic and technological progress.

In the'past decade, however; universities have begUn to play an

even more' important and increasingly 'direct role in technology:

transfer and economic- development. At research universiti~slsuch

as The,.University -of Tennessee" Knoxville, -cne finds a growing

realiza~ion that the economic 'health of the-nation~dependson

appropriate partnerships among the' :federal government~'private

business; and higher education'. Further, 'such"allianceslead .ec

enhancement;- of 'university. research'.:

Faculty at these-universities have caken ra'rmoze active role in

techno16qy.transfe~and commercialization of ideas and

di,scoveries. -.r"believe- that: they-are·.motivated ,only· partially" by

the 'possibility of personal gain;: they, are' attracted also to

·seeing their,research'brought,to:useful conclusions, providing



lea4e~ship,~n local economic development, creating employment, and

providing,a visible legacy of,their research.

It would be useful, I believe, to'summarize briefly some of the

specific developments in technology transfer which have occurred

in this~egi~n~nd in which ,the ,University of Tennessee has taken

a lea~inq:rol~._·

1. In',concert·,withthe chanqes which have taken place in

the federa.l·government ,conce-rning,-technology -transfer, _The

University of Tennessee,--,Knoxville has: for the-first t'ime .dn its

history clearly defined its own patent policies. Those procedures

reflect, ,·a::si,gnif,icantincrease dn patent dd.sc Icsuzee , In 1,982:;

one suqh..disc),osure was ii,l.ed..; ·i~ ,l984",f,ourteen'disclosures<were

proceaaed,

2. A, number ,of new .corporations- 'have been' established' as a 'result

of faculty.,~esearch end- initiative-. :These ;-includephy,ton

Techno_logy"pe1;ceptic,s:-,corp9ration, Bioca.rriers, ;'Ptarigan,

Veritec, and Reprotech. Other loca~;high-technology~comme~cial

developments in which UTK faculty participate are Elegraphics,

Atom ~ciences,..and Computer Technology and dmaging.'·

3. '_Th,e:;!~;tate of. Tennessee, under\:the leaiiership':,of 'Gover.n'orLamar·

Alexander ,'.:apprqp,riated. $2,,000, ODD.. :as an endowment for

estal::!lishrnent of:·th~.:"Temnessee',Technology,:Corridor'",'whose' primary':'

responsibility is the encouragement of high-technology commercial

development in the Knoxville-Oak Ridge area.

"
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4. The Tennessee Ge:neral:Assemblyhas approved, and funded a

limited number of '.'Centers of Excellencel'a,tpuJ:llic universities

in the.state. The'top~ranked andbes~-supportedsuch center is

the ·"Scienc,~Alliance,.",acooperativeeffort between The

Uni,.versityof Tennessee, Knoxville and,the Oak Ridge National

Laboratory. A very impor.tant, feature of -t.hLs effort is the

.:)'Distinguished Scientist" program, the intent of which is to

employ thirty truly distinguished researchers wLth joint

appointments at,the university and the Laboratory. An inevitable

by-,product of the "Science Alliancetl will be tihe creation.of,

additional discoveries, and prod~ctsof potentially commercial

value.

-5. Mechanisms, for effective technology transfer have been created

or significantly enhanced. The University of Tennessee'Research

Corporation has become' much more active ·in seeking out patentable

ideas and discoveries and aiding inventors in obtaining che..

funding required ,for commercialization. Very-recently, a private

venture capital firm established close', (but, .not; exclusive), ties

with the UT·Research corporation. Also very s'ignificant~ to'

UniVersity faculty has been the establishment of the ,Tennessee"

Technology Foundation and Martin Marietta's Innovation Center. It

appea~s that a serious historical deficiency in this region, the

laqk of local private venture capital funds, is about to be

co-rrected.
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Another important mechanism is the federally-supported, non

cornrnerical "Oak Ridge Associated .trndver'sLt.Les '(CRAU)". UTK, for'

tnet.ence, is part, of 'aproposed'fprog'ranl:at-ORAU which will

transfer knowledge-,'in supercomputer 'applications'~direct:1y-tO

industr.¥ fr0f!\ a consortium of 49univetsities,~ r"should'po:int out

that none' of these:entities is incc6mp~titiohwith-eachother; I

view them as complementary.

6. The-University'has established a number of research centers

which are:closelytied to ORNL and which 'have, or plan to have,

heavy corporate involvement:. Two'-have' been- designated as; «ceneere:

of Excellence"--the Center for Material Sciences and the Center

for Hazardous Waste Management. Other centers have been

es,tablished, 'in, Instrumentation ancr:,controts, ,Automated

Manufactutingsystems, and" Biotechnology.

7. Under, study and consideration is 'a>'research'and tra'±ning

facility.: on the new campus of State Technical IIistitute'_on the

Pellissippi Parkway linking Knoxville and Oak Ridge. ,The,'intemt

is to provide stat~-bf-the-art,;hands-on techriicaF train-irig- for'

students'of"state Tech, along with space' forUTK research projects'

and "incubator tl facilities for small, start-up,companies.

8. Corporate sponsorship of research at the University has

increased sharply. A relatively few years ago, such sponsorship

~1:
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provided ,approximately 5% of the research funds-coming to the

University; this year- that,percentaqe~will increase to overlO%.

All of these developments are very significant to technology

transfer and to the quality of the research and training at The

university of Tennessee, Knoxville. EquallYi'if not more

i~portant, is the emerging principle of coordination and

cooperation among the major agencies and corporations in the'

region. Alliances have become increasinglY important. They play

an important role in producing technology transfer; they build

strengths through shared resources; they keep scientists and

engineers informed about research trends and opportunities; they

allow agencies to be better informed about federal priorities;

they allow regional approaches to technological' issues and

problems; and they provide a·convenient mechanism for the federal

government to focus resources so as to achieve the most effective

results.

The most visible symbol of this new attitude of cooperation and

coordination is the Consortium of Research Institutions; made up

of The University of Tennessee, Knoxville, the Oak Ridge National

Laboratory, tPe Tennessee Valley Authority, Martin Marietta

Corporation, and the Oak Ridge Operations office of- the Department

of Energy. Top,management and research staff from these

organizations meet-twice yearly to'discuss opportunities for joint

research ,and training programs in the region.
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The last part of my:< 'test.Imony. deals with .the role -of. the' federal

government in all these act-ivi-ties.::,!" should'like to make eeven"

brief points:

1. The primary support'for basic·and.applied·research'in the

United States has come,from the£ederal government. and the

scientific and econom~cstrengthof,the country depends primarily

on cultivation and enhancement of that support.

2. A milestone in technology transfer occurred with P. L. 96-517,

"The Patent ~nd Trademark Amendments of 1980." Under the

provisions of this act, The University of Tennessee, Knoxville is

able to retain the title to innovations. developed by its

scientists and engineers working on federally-sponsored grants and

contracts. The University could never have increased as

dramati?ally as it has the number of patent disclosures and

filings without this alteration"in federal policy.

3. The corporate tax incentives for supporting research at

universities, as provided in the Economic Recovery Act of 1981, has

significantly increased the ~niversity's role in technology

transfer. Increased corporate sponsorship of University-based

research has meant increased translation of basic research into

commercial activity, with each partner in the industry~university

relationship playing its differentiated and appropriate role.

4. The University thus strongly supports H. R. 1-188 and 5~58,

legislation which makes this R&D tax credit permanent and which

'i;"
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also create9 anew, small tax c~e~it,for corporatecsupport.of

University/independent institute bas~c research and enhances

deduction provisions for corporate:donations of state-of-the-art

equipment for educa~ional and research purposes.

5. The university of Tennessee, Knoxville baa been, very p.Leaaed

with'ail of its relationships w~th Martin Ma~iet~aCorporationand

urges appropriate actipnby,theCongress: and/or the Department of

<Energy, .cc provide the compalwsuff~cieint latitude to make the

operation of the Innovation Center truly and quickly successful~

6. We Jriust not lose sight of the fact that-all systems we devise

and all policies we: develop shOUld be designed tonutture

creativity, to allow the individual flash of genius to be'

developed, and to ensure the freedom -of the independent thinker to

search and to discover those principles or ideas or truths on

.whichall_ scientific and technoI6gicalprogr~s:~f,_depend~

7. Finally~-without reference to any specific' leg{slation~-I

should like,to encourage the congress to'recognize, applaUd, and

support the cooperative relationships which one'finds in this

l::egion .amonq higher education, the federal government" and private

industry. We have theopportunit~ to create in th~S regio~a

national model for effective, coordinated; cooperative technology

transfer and economic development; and ,the Congress and federal

agencies can participate significantly in that effort.
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Ms. LLOYD. Thank you so much, Dr. Reese. It is always a pleas
ure to be associated with you. We not only appreciate you as an
individual but as a great leader in the field of education here in
Tennessee. We appreciate your input on our hearings this after
noon which we think are very valuable" "

I think you know that the subcommittee that I chair has provid
ed funding for the universities to further' research and develop
ment. So we think that you are very special people that can cer
tainly contribute much not only to the economy of our region but
for the benefit of mankind.

Do you have any special training programs at. the university in
the area of technology transfer? For example, are there courses
that would provide training to either industry or' Federal employ
ees for enhancing their capabilities now that we are. at the. cross
roads here and we are winding down AGC and K-25, to see that we
could have some transfer, from the technological base that we see
rather eroding?

Dr. REESE. The best program we have, Ms. Lloyd, is a newly des
ignated Center of Excellence in the College of Business Administra
tion. That is in the MBA Program, the Master of Business Admin
istration. And we received, for the current fiscal year; special funds
to upgrade the entrepreneurial activities and training withinthe
MBA. It is a good route for such activity.

Ms. LLOYD. This morning Dr. Drucker of Argonne discussed their
program to set up a separate, nonprofit corporation with the Uni
versity of Chicago, to transfer the Argonne technology to the mar
ketplace. What do.you think about such a corporation being setup
between the UT and ORNL?

Dr. REESE. I believe, Ms. Lloyd, there are good mechanisms in
place through the UT Research Corp. which is specifically designed
to be able to handle such patentable ideas. That group is now
strengthened by the presence of a private venture capital firm
which, as I indicated in my statement, has close, but not necessari
ly exclusive ties with the Research Corp:

We are also looking forward to working with the Innovation
Center. I think there is a misconception that somehow or other the
Innovation Center is to serve only Oak Ridge. We assume, and I
think correctly, that the Innovation Center would serve Oak Ridge
and the University.

Ms. LLOYD. I think that is certainly true. If you remember, that
when the RC's were being sort of put together, when we knew that
we were going to have a new GOCO here in Oak Ridge, that we
worked with then Secretary Hodel to mandate the interaction be
tween the University of Tennessee and the lab so we could take ad
vantage of the expertise at both institutions.

And I think that is working very well, and we will be looking
forward to hearing more of your cooperative ventures with the
laboratory and the institute.

Thank you.
Mr. Morrison.
Mr. MORRISON. Dr. Reese, as an outsider looking in, I would say

you can afford to be very chauvinistic about the advances you've
made within your university system here.

Let me sta,:t with this question.
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You indicated in your testimony that the university had clearly
defined .its own patent policy. It was one of the positive steps you
have made forward, And then later you indicated that the patent
and trademark amendments of 1980 were a significant step for
ward. What changes did you make in patent policy that went
beyond the Federal Government's authority for you to preserve
your title to innovations under that congressional act? Were there
other changes that might be 'shared with other institutions in simi-
lar positions? ., . . . ' . . . . .

Dr. REESE, I think so..Most of that, of course, is for internal pur
poses. We clarified the relationship between the university and the.
inventor. But I think, even more importantly, we indicated that
corporately the university was interested in that activity' and in
helping the individual. There was some apprehension that the uni
versity was simply sitting there with its paw out, and trying to get
hold of potential profitable enterprises.

That is not really the case. We do not view that activity as any
great source of income in the future. We simply do not. We are
very, very much interested in making sll.re that the inventor is ade
quately protected, adequately compensated. And then, we are very,
very much interested in seeing that those ideas gettranslated into
reality.

Mr. MORRISON. Have you, by any chance, looked' at the sort of a
revolving fund that Martin Marietta is setting up in this regard?
Because they don't intend to make a profit out of royalties, but, in
stead, to plow that back to encourage additional innovation.

Dr ..REESE. Yes. The Research Corp. will never build up any large'
reserve. What money does accrue from royalties or holding equity
positions in companies, most of that money will be returned to the
inventor and to the department or college, so that further research
will be enhanced.

Mr. MORRISON. One last question. I sense that you have been
around for a few years, and I'd like to have your assessment of
what I see happening to, not necessarily in the technical arena, but
I've seenit happen more often in agriculture. And that is our basic
university system. I concur, with the opening paragraph of your
statement that that is where most of the basic research in America
has come from through the years. But I sense, now that I am in
Congress, that there is a drive to say those institutions should pre
serve the-the basic research should be there. You know, the germ
plasm, the very basic elements of-because no one else is going to
do that.

Then I hear in the next breath we have to push harder and
harder toward the development of things so that you can show
something for your work of all these years. I sense- a whipsawing
back and forth which leads to some inefficiency. Do you feel that
same thing as an administrator?

Dr. REESE. No, not really. The basic research is 'going to be there.
And the really exciting things which are happening now have, to
deal with the fact that scientists and engineers are seeing some
ways in which theirwork can be applied in a very practical way.

The university will need to maintain these mechanisms for
taking an idea at a particular point and moving outside the univer
sity, because there is understandable reluctance in UTK and other



research universities around the country to do the sort of applied
research which is immediately applicable to a commercial product.
That is why the research corporation is there. That is why the In
novation Center is, there. We can move those out at a certain stage.

Mr. MORRISON. Thank you. I appreciate that very much.
Madam Chairman, if it will make you feel any better, we are dis

cussing the farm bill in the Agriculture Committee. The conclusion
from the dairy representatives from Wisconsin and Vermont and
elsewhere was that applied research is moving ahead so rapidly
that we' are going to have one cow per congressional district within
just a few years. '

Ms. LLOYD. Well, maybe the subsidy will come from your district;
Mr. MORRISON. 'Well, maybe so. Let's not get into subsidies be-

cause the South would be in trouble. '
Thank you very much.
Ms. LLOYD. Thank you very much, Dr. Reese. We appreciate you.
Our next witness, our last witness is Philip Karman, who is gen-

eral counsel for the Oak Ridge Associated Universities. Certainly
Oak Ridge Associated Universities is one of our great treasures. We
look forward to your testimony.

Please proceed; ,

STATEMENT OF PHILIPM. KANNAN, GENERAL COUNSEL, OAK
RIDGE ASSOCIATED UNIVERSITIES

Mr. KANNAN. Thank you. Let me give you a brief summary of
the nature of ORAU. .

We were incorporated as a not-for-profit corporation by the State
of Tennessee in 1946, and we were founded by universities and col
leges. .And today weare made up of 49-member universities and
colleges.

We are and have been, since our beginning; a management-oper
ating contractor. for the Department of Energy and its predecessor
agencies. At present, our budget from the Department of Energy is
about $17.5 million, and we do quite a bit of work for other Govern
ment agencies and for private corporations, And our total budget is
approximately $25 million for this fiscal year. ' .

Our rights to patents for inventions that are developed under our
Government contract are,of course, controlled by the terms of the'
contract that we operate under, and that has had a given history.
Presently we are looking to Public Law 98-620 as the controlling
force in our patent policy. We view that public law as a great im
provement. Under it, nonprofit corporations like ORAU, which are
management contractors for the Department of Energy, have the
right to elect patents, subject to a license by the Government for
inventions conceived or first reduced to practice under the con
tract. We believe that this gives us sufficient exclusive rights to
make it practical .to attempt to inject the inventions that we make
under our contract into the commercial world.

Briefly, the procedural work is as follows:
ORAU must disclose to DOE all inventions conceived or first re

duced to practice under our contract. This is a continuation of the
old practice, and we believe it is beneficial to both the Government
andORAU to make this disclosure.'
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Second"ORAU has the right to elect to own the patent for such
inventions.

Third, the Government will retain a license to .practice for its
own purposes any such invention' or discovery to which we elect
title.

Fourth, the Government can file patent applications on any in
vention which ORAU does not elect to claim title to.

There are also rights which give the Government rights to force
ORAU into a licensing procedure if the Government decides that
we are not commercializing any patents to which we take title.

We believe that this overall allocation of rights is beneficial to
both the Government and ORAU. It represents a balance under
which the Government is able to ensure that it can use for its pur
poses all inventions it has paid the cost to develop. At the same
time, ORAU will have sufficient exclusivity to develop interest in
the commercial world. That is, we will be able to offer a commer
cial firm the protection of a patent. The commercial firm would
know that it could deal not with a Government agency which is re
luctant to grant exclusive rights, but with a private company
which has a financial and scientific interest in developing and mar
keting a product. We expect that we will be able to attract interest
and conclude arrangements to put our inventions into the stream
of commerce.

Under the regulations which are proposed to implement Public
Law 98-620, ORAU is required to use any funds that might result
from our licensing activities on DOE's activities at facilities we
manage or pay the money into the U.S. Treasury. That is, none of
this money goes to the benefit of any program except the Govern
ment's programs. We do not disagree with this policy. However, the
requirement that all the money go to the benefit of the Govern
ment and its work is reasonable only if there is a recognition and
acceptance by the Government that the policy has cost conse
quences.

Any regulation or order which made costs incurred in our licens
ing activities unallowable, that is, not paid for by the Governmerit,
under our contract would be illogical. For example, a cost principle
that made the cost of filing patent applications, evaluating the
commercial potential of an invention, evaluating the marketability
of an invention, soliciting interest in potential licensees, or select
ing and negotiating with a licensee and similar expenses unallow
able, we think, would be unreasonable. We believe it is unrealistic
to expect us to expend our private money to cover such expenses
when no funds that may result would go to our private benefit.

The risk and the cost should be borne by whomever may receive
the funds that may be returned.

Since all the returns go to the Government's facilities and pro
grams or to its Treasury, all costs of obtaining them should be al
lowable. We would urge that DOE not attempt to shift the risk to
the contractor while retaining the potential benefit. Of course, we
hope that in time, the licensing program will produce funds suffi
cient to cover the then current costs. Until that occurs, the ques
tion of who pays the costs is a serious one and threatens the pro
gram.
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With this one limitation, we support the program that has result

ed from Public Law 98-620. We believe that it will result in the
"infusion.of the results of our research into the corporate world.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Kannan follows:]
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STATEMENT OF. PHILLIP M. KANNANi GENERAL· COUNSEL

OAK RIDGE AsSOCIATED UNIVERSITIES

Oak, Ridge Associated Universities,' .appeec Lacea. the opportunity

to appear at this hearing, and present-,its.viewsi.- on' cbe. patent and

technology transfer policies of the Department- of,' Energy.

Let me give you abr~ef summaryof-the:nature.of'ORAU. It was'

incorporated as a not~£or-profit corporation in Tennessee' in 1946-by

c911eges and universities interested in the: new technology:, atomic

energy, being'developedin-·Oak Ridge and· how it would affecti. science

and education. At-. peeeent-. we have 49, member universities and.

ce Lkegea , .

ORAU has been a management-operating contractor for the AEC,

ERDA, and DOE continuously since 1946. We manage major projects for

DOE in the fields of science and education under that contract. The

budget for our work in FY 1985 under the DOE contract is approxi

mately $17~500~OOO. We do; work, for other government agencies and

for non-government entLt Les , Our- prese1.1:t ennuak budgec- is

approxim~te1y $2~:mi11ion.

ORAU's rights to inventions have been determined by the terms

of our contract. Briefly~ there have been three phases 'to this.

1. The Government retained all rights.

2. The Government retained af Ic.rdght;e , but there was a waiver

provision under which a license could be granted. This was

in e,ffect from,1954 to 1984. Under this poHcy., DOE issued

certain general waivers covering such situations as the use

of AEC services available to the public. In research and

development contracts, , the authority to,waive title to

inventions was tempered by a policy, of not wanting to allow,,'-
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any companyto"e-stablish a.monopolistic or dominant position

in atomic. fieldi:r~

3.' Right.ofDRAU to-elect ownership with the Government

retaining a.license. This; is the ,result of P.L. 98-620,

which-.t will now discuss.

We view the:·.enactment-·o£ P.L. 98,..620 as a"great. improvement.

Undetit, non-profit corporations likeQRAU which are management

contractors- have. the right to elect patents, subject to a license by

the-Government. forinventionsco~ceivedor firstr reduced to

practice: under the. ccneeaee , We believe this gives us sufficient

exclusive rights to make it practical to attempt to inject certain

of-. our inventions into the commercial world.

Briefly, this is" how the system the Government is preparing

under PL 98~620will work:

1. ORAU must promptly disclose. to-DOE all inventions conceived

or ;first eeduced-rt;c practice' under the contr ac t';" This is a

continuation of the old practice and we believe it: is very

beneficial to both the Government and ORAU. ---

2. ORAll.has the right toelect<to own the patent for such

inventions.

3. The Government will retain a license to practice for its

purposes any. such invention or' discovery.

4. The Government ,can file patent applications on any invention

not efeccedvby ORAU.

l
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We believe this:over~all

both ,the Government andORAU.

allocation of rights is beneficial to

It represents a balance under which v
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the Government is ab Le to,~Ilsure that'itc~Il' use for its purposes

all inventions it has paid the cost to develop. Atthe--same ,time

ORAU will have sufficient exclusivity to develop interest in the

commerc:;:-ial world. That is, we will beiabLe to offer ,-,acommercial

firm the protection of a patent. The commercial-firm would know,

that it could deal not,with a gov~~nment agency with r~luctance to

grant exclusive rights, but with a,priyatecompany which had a

financial ,and scientific,interest in devel-opingand marketing;,a

product. We expect we willb~ able to attract interest and conclude

arrangements to put inventions into the stream ofc~~erce.

One feature of P.L. 98-620 we believe is very positive -- we

are authorized, indeed~equired, to share royalties in excess of "our

expenses with the __invento~. This will e~cpurage employees-to

identify inventions and ~ake them ~~re willing todevot~_time to

patent disclosure forms and applications. It will also encourage

them to evaluate the commercial importance as well at the scientific

value of their work.

Under the regulations which implement P.L. 98-620, ORAU is

required to use any funds that might result from our licensing

activities on DOE activities at the facilities we manage or pay it to

the U. S. Treasury. We do not disagree with this. However, this

requirement is reasonable only if there is recognition and acceptance

by DOE that it has cost consequences. Any regulation or order which

made costs incurred in our licensing activities unallowable (i.e., not

paid by the Government) under our contract would be illogical. For

example, a cost principle that made the cost of filing patent

applications, evaluating the commercial potential of an invention,

evaluating the marketability of an invention, soliciting interest in

potential licensees, or selecting and negotiating with a licensee and

similar expenses unallowable would be unreasonable. We believe it is

unrealistic to expect us to expend our private money to cover such

expenses when no funds that may result would go to our private benefit.



The risk and tne'cost should, be, borne by whomever may receive the-funds

that may be'returned~

Since: all the-returns go ecvthe Government's Eac i.Li t i.ea and

programs ,or its'treasury; all costs of obtaining, them should be

allowable. We would urge that DOE not attempt to shift the'risks to

the contractor while retaining the potential benefits. Of course.

we hope that in,time. the licensing program will'produce funds

sufficient to cover the tben. current cost's. Until thatvcccucs , the

question of: who pays the costs is 'serious and threatens the entire

program.'

With this one limitation. we ,support the program that nas

resulted from,P.L. 98-620~ We believe it will result in the

·infusion of the results of our research:into the commercial'world.
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Ms. LLOYD. Thank you very.much, Mr. Kannan. We appreciate
your testimony. .

I was looking back over the statements of Congressman Fuqua
last year, when H.R.5003was being considered. He stated:

While these laboratories, such as Oak Ridge'National Laboratory, which arerun
for: the. Government by large companies, are not 'formally covered by this section, it
is hoped that the Department of Energy, using Federal Non-Nuclear Act authority,
will develop a standard patent policy consistent with this title for all its GOCp .fa-
cilities. . ,<. ' •

Would you comment on his statement? Do you feel that includ
ing big business adds some complications that are not prevalent
otherwise?

Mr. KANNAN. No, Ithink that that-I agree with. that statement.
I think that that is a beneficial statement. I think that especially
the philosophy that Martin Marietta is demonstrating, namely, the
philosophy of putting all of the funds that may result back into the
laboratory, which is the same as ORAU is required to do under our
law, make the two programs supportive, make the nonprofit and
the profitmaking activities supportive rather than competitive.

In other words, there wouldn't be any reason for a company to
choose one over the other based on a profit motive because it's not
there for either.

Ms. LwYD. Well, I think, of course, it is true that what the tax
payer pays for kind of belongs to the taxpayer, but the same thing,
I think, can be oversimplified because there is such a thing as in
tellectual property as well.

Mr. KANNAN. That is right. And intellectual property-the other
side of intellectual property, which one or two of the witnesses
have referred to today, namely the copyright side, for ORAU is per
haps the. more important of the two.

Ms. LwYD. On the role of ORAU, can you think of any interac
tion that could take place now with ORAU that could certainly
speed up the transfer that will help move ahead to develop more
innovative technology so we Can get our industry on track here?

Mr. KANNAN. Yes. I think the question which has to be cleared
up, of who is going. to pay these initial costs, really needs to. be
clarified because it becomes a drag on this first step. That is, we've
got some technology which we thinkis very good. We've got some
drugs, some chemicals which we think are very promising. But it
costs a great deal of money to take the first. step on the commer
cialization of that. Until we are clear on who. is going to .cover
those costs, we are reluctant and hesitant to do that.

Ms. LWYD. Are we losing our competitive edge by foot- dragging
and trying to decide who is going to do what?

Mr. KANNAN. We are losing time. I don't know whether the time
would be sufficiently long to say, yes, it loses competitive edge. But
it certainly is going to cost time. It is a major concern with the
other not-for-profit corporations with__-

Ms. LWYD. We know what the technical community in other
countries are doing, and I don't think they sometimes have the im
pediments to develop their technology that we do.

Mr. KANNAN. I agree.
Ms. LWYD. I certainly appreciate your being with us today.'



Do you know of any specific 'legislation that would enhance the
university's participation in the technology transfer efforts?

Mr. KANNAN. No. I think the legislation is in place, The regula
tions which have now been proposed but not finalized need to clari
fy several of the very practical nuts-and-bolts steps that have to be
taken in getting the technology out. And that, of course, is being
done., The first draft is out for comments:

We have met with the Department of Energy and expressed our
wholehearted support to the program, and our one minor reserva
tion, and I think that perhaps that will be addressed, '

.Ms. LLOYD. Thank you very much.
Mr. Morrison.
Mr. MORRISON. Mr. Karman, you have indicated a requirement

that you share anything over your costs with the inventor.
Mr. KANNAN. Yes, yes, That is part of the law and we think it is

very sound,
Mr. MORRISON. Therefore, if they, play games with what they

allow you to write off as expenses, it could totally remove any in-'
centive you would have as an institution to proceed with patents or
technology transfers,

Mr. KANNAN.Thatis exactly correct.
Mr. MORRISON. Good. I understand that. And it makes so much

sense.
I have not kept up with the regulation process. I asked this

morning about timing cn it. Can you enlighten me further as to
where these regulations are and ifit is timely now for us to influ
ence their preparation?

Mr. KANNAN. It is timely. I think they were-the first draft was
published in the' Federal' Register in early April. Comments were
due sometime in June. I am not certain what the date was, but I
know' that .the process is now at, the point of considering and re
sponding to the comments. In other words, final regulations have
not been issued.

Mr. MORRISON. In theirdraft form were those regulations puni
tive as far as your organization is concerned?

Mr. KANNAN. No, the only section that dealt with the cost ques
tion-s-well, first of all, by and large, they were very positive. They
were broad in nature and they were liberal in most ways. They did
state very clearly, perhaps clearer than the statute itself, that the
returns that might come must be spent not just in the area of re
search and development but at the facility operated for the Govern
ment. It made that very clear.' And' we agree with that. That is
where we want to spend the money, with the Government's work
here in Oak Ridge.

But it did discuss, in a fairly unclear fashion, the question of
costs. I think there is enough room for the Department of Energy,
for example, because these are Department of Commerce regula
tions, for the Department of Energy to interpret the regulations as
saying that the costs of patenting and licensing the products, those
are allowable costs: We believe that the flexibility is there. It is
just a question of earlier' discussions with Department of Energy
people who are unclear as to which interpretation they are going to
give to ,this important question ,ofa.llowability. And we would
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simply urge that they not give it the restrictive and unrealistic in
terpretation that such costs are unallowable.

Mr. MORRISON. Thank you. Madam Chairman, in that light, I am
not sure what is proper for us to do, but I certainly would like to
have, as a result of this hearing, that we share with Chairman
Walgren a concern in this immediate area during this time when
regulations are still a little bit plastic.

Ms. LLOYD. That point is well taken, and I think that is one of
the good benefits of the hearings today. We gained a wealth of
knowledge today.

Thank you very much, Mr. Kannan.
Ms. LLOYD. I want to thank all of you who have been a part of

our hearings today. We appreciate all that everyone has done in
making this facility available for us.

I want to thank the folks of Martin Marietta that have been so
good to us today, and their great hospitality.

I would also like to thank the staffs that have worked to make
this hearing a reality as well, beginning with my staff director, Dr.
Jack Dugan-Jack, we thank you for all of your efforts-as well as
Jim Turner, who is the counsel for the majority.

I want to thank Mr. Bill Bibb of DOE, who has always been so
good to us. Bill, we thank you for all you do at all times.

Malcolm, we appreciate you, and Tim Peckinpaugh, thank you
very much, counsel of my staff, and Debbie Johnson, who has
worked behind the scenes, from our subcommittee staffs. And I
would also be very remiss if I didn't mention my local staff that
have worked very diligently, also. Joanne Garrett, who is my ad
ministrative assistant here in Oak Ridge. Robert Barlow and and
Tina Walters, we thank you.

And for the press that have covered the hearings, we also want
to give you a special thank you, and to Katharine, good work,
thanks a lot. We appreciate your good help today.

If there are no further comments, the subcommittee stands ad
journed.

[Whereupon, at 2:56 p.m., the subcommittee hearing was ad
journed.]
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